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Author’s responses for the paper “Implementation and Performance of
Adaptive Mesh Refinement in the Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM v4.14)”

Thiago Dias dos Santos, Mathieu Morlighem, Hélène Seroussi, Philippe Remy Bernard Devloo and
Jefferson Cardia Simões

December 5th 

Response notes
We appreciate the comments and the suggestions given by the reviewers.  We reproduced below all
their comments. The author’s responses are in blue and bold. 

Attached are: 
(a) the original manuscript highlighting the modifications, and
(b) the new manuscript version. 

Note 1: In  (a), the deleted words or phrases are in  red and in a strikethrough way.  Words or
phrases inserted in the manuscript are in blue and bold (e.g., scheme schemes). 

Note 2: all modifications are referred to the file (a). Example: (AMR) approach approach (AMR),
line 6, page 1 (in file (a)).

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) Response to Anonymous Referee #1 (RC1)
The paper entitled "Implementation and Performance of Adaptive Mesh Refinement in the Ice Sheet
System Model (ISSM v4.14)" by Thiago Dias dos Santos et al.,  presents the implementation of
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) in the finite element ice flow model ISSM.

The performances of the implementation in  terms of accuracy and computing time are assessed
using the setups of two recent marine ice sheet intercomparison exercises. Accurate modelling of
the grounding line dynamics is particularly important to assess the dynamical contribution of the
Antarctic  Ice-Sheet  to  sea-level  rise.  The  recent  marine  ice  sheet  model  intercomparisons
(MISMIPs) have confirmed the sensitivity of the results to the mesh resolution. Saving numerical
resources while maintaining accuracy is then essential for simulations at the scale of the whole ice-
sheet. Thus this paper address an interesting question for the community.

I find the paper well written and the experiments clearly described and discussed, so I have no
general  nor  specific  comments.  Previous  works  on  the  subjects  are  clearly  detailed  in  the
introduction. Many models use an heuristic criterion based on the distance to the grounding line to
prescribe areas of high mesh resolution. Here, this heuristic is compared with the results obtained
using an error estimator. It is shown that for complex bed topographies the results based on the
distance-to-GL criterion are also sensitive to the distance of refinement, advocating for the use of
proper error estimators as refinement criteria. This result is important to motivate further theoretical
work on such estimators. The implications for real bed topographies (usually no smooth and not
noise free) are discussed in the last section and will motivate further numerical studies.

We would like to thank the Anonymous Referee #1 for his/her positive comments and support
for publication.



2) Response to D. Martin (RC2)

Overview
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is a useful numerical tool in ice sheet modeling due to the wide
range of resolution requirements, particularly for accurately modeling marine ice sheet dynamics. A
large body of evidence points toward the need for very fine model resolution concentrated near
grounding lines (GLs), which can migrate over hundreds of kilometers in long-time simulations.
AMR provides the  capability to  efficiently  deploy the required fine  resolution adaptively only
where needed, resulting in potentially large savings in computational resource requirements. This
paper describes an approach taken to  add adaptive mesh refinement  to  the finite-element-based
ISSM  ice  sheet  model.  The  authors  present  a  description  of  the  algorithm in  use,  including
examples incorporating two different  pre-existing remeshing packages.  The paper is  fairly well-
written and quite readable, although could use some editing to fix some English-grammar issues. It
does a fairly good job of representing the details  of the approach taken and represents a  useful
addition to the literature. I support publication after some relatively minor changes.
We thank D. Martin for his positive comments and careful reviews. He pointed out important
details, and his comments helped to improve the manuscript.

The movies in the supplement are very short and fast, making it hard to see the details of what is
happening. I’d suggest slowing them down somewhat (maybe by a factor of 2 or so?). They do look
impressive, however.
We apologize for the very short and fast movies. We tried to avoid uploading very large files.
We slowed them down and we also improved the resolutions of the files.

Another general comment – all of the results are presented in terms of GL position, which can be a
bit  tricky to  work with.  I’d suggest  supplementing with an integrated quantity like ice volume,
grounded area, or volume above flotation if that presents a clearer picture.
We added plots with ice volume above flotation (VAF), since this is an integrated quantity that
represents potential sea level.  The values of VAF depends on the grounding line positions.
Therefore, the same AMR mesh-dependency is observed in the VAF plots. Please, see Figure 5,
page 31, and Figure 7, page 33.
Also, see 
- page 13, line 31 
- page 11, line 13 
- page 10, line 10 
- page 10, line 19 

Specific comments
1. p1, line 9: You say here that you use different combinations of the two error estimators, but I
didn’t see any combinations in the paper – the examples appeared to use either distance from the
GL or the ZZ error estimator, but never both. In practice, we’ve found that the combination of the
two works best (although as is pointed out elsewhere in the text, we generally use the undivided
Laplacian of the velocity field as a proxy for the truncation error).
This is a good point, we actually did not run the combination of the criteria, since the AMR
ZZ produced accurate results in comparison to uniform meshes.  We decided to run AMR
R5+ZZ and we inserted the results in a table, comparing with AMR ZZ and uniform meshes.
Please, see Table 4, page 37.

2. p2, line 10: You might also want to mention the role of ice-shelf buttressing for completeness.
Agreed. Please, see page 2, line 10.



3. p2, line 16: I’d suggest changing “high grid resolution” to “sufficiently high grid resolution” (or
“sufficiently fine”) – the whole point here is to (locally) apply sufficient resolution to resolve the
dynamics in play. What is “sufficient” depends on where you are.
Done, page 2, line 17.

4. p3, line 5: BISICLES is actually at its heart a 2D model,  although “2 1/2 D” might be more
descriptive due to the vertical reconstruction entailed by the Schoof-Hindmarsh scheme along with
the fully 3D temperature/enthalpy discretization.
We thank the reviewer for this information. We changed to “2 1/2 D”. 
Please, see page 3, line 6.

5. p4, line 20: It would be helpful if you could add a figure showing examples of how the mesh
refinement occurs for the two schemes (start with a coarse base mesh, then show how the mesh is
evolved in a picture or two). It’s too hard to see that level of detail in your figures and animations. I
think I can imagine it, but a picture would be helpful here.
We added a figure showing the coarse mesh and the AMR meshes using Bamg and NeoPZ. We
also slowed down the animations, and we also changed the other figures according to reviewer
suggestions (please, see text below). 
Please, see Figure 3, page 25.
Also, see the cross-reference: page 4, line 26, and page 5, line 2.

6. p4, line 21: “numerical perturbations” – what you’re really talking about is “numerical errors” (so
it would be good to say that explicitly) introduced due to interpolation. It’s important to call this out
as a  source of error that  is  introduced by the AMR scheme.  The reality is  that  AMR schemes
introduce errors; the goal is to ensure that these errors are outweighed by the improved accuracy
and efficiency. The fact that you’re able to minimize these by minimizing the need to interpolate
from old fine-mesh region to new fine-mesh region as the mesh evolves is an important advantage
of your approach.
Agreed. We changed that term on page 4, line 23 and line 32.

7. p5, line 21: Are you saying that you are reducing all of the interpolated fields (thickness, bedrock,
etc)  to  processor  0  and  then  broadcasting  them all  out?  If  so,  this  all-to-one  reduction  will
eventually overwhelm you as you push to larger problems at much higher concurrencies. If that’s
not what you’re doing, please clarify which fields you’re talking about here.
Your interpretation is correct, we reduce all fields in CPU #0, and then we broadcast to the
other CPUs,  such  that  each  CPU takes  care  of  the  interpolation  process  related  to their
respective nodes/elements. This is done because the mesh partition changes every time AMR is
called  (the  goal  is  to  keep  a  balanced  number  of  elements  among  partitions).  Then,  to
interpolate the fields from the old mesh to the new adapted mesh, CPU #0 broadcasts the
fields to the others; and each CPU performs the interpolation in its own partition. 

The reviewer is right,  this all-to-one reduction may be a bottleneck for large models.  We
optimized this by doing only one big MPI call, compacting the data structure and avoiding
multiple MPI communications. Another way to overcome this problem is to perform AMR
each X time steps, where X is a user-definition parameter (“AMR frequency”, in the ISSM
interface). Just to have an idea about the size of the MPI data transmission, we show a simple
calculation. A mesh with ~100,000 elements has ~50,000 vertices. Then, we have: 50,000 x 8
bytes = 0.4 Mb per interpolated field. This size is relatively small considering the transmission
rate of current InfiniBands (>10 Gb/s).

It  is  important  to note  that  we  are  not  advocating the AMR strategy  used in ISSM is  a
procedure that  should be  applied to any Finite Element  code or Ice Sheet  model.  This is



specific for the ISSM architecture. Besides that, our AMR strategy has a minimum impact in
the ISSM data structure.

We added some explanations about our optimization scheme on page 5, line 24. 

8. p7, line 9: I suspect that the ZZ error estimator will be much more useful when applied to either
the velocity field or the stress tensor, since this will indicate where there is instantaneous error in
the dynamics (which is what will be improved via AMR). Since ice thickness is essentially a time-
integral of the divergence of the velocity field, applying an error estimator to the thickness field is
likely to indicate where errors have accumulated over time; adding refinement in those regions is
likely too late.
Yes, we agree with the reviewer that the ZZ error estimator is useful for the elliptic part of the
ice sheet problem, the SSA equations in this manuscript. Applying the ZZ estimator to the
velocity field or stress tensor is a natural approach. In fact, this estimator was proposed by
Zienkiewicz and Zhu (Int J Numer Meth Eng 1987) for a linear elasticity problem. 

We extend the estimator to the ice thickness since this field depends on the bedrock elevation.
Basically,  the bedrock defines  the “vertical  geometry”  of the problem,  which impacts the
solutions (ice thickness and velocity field).  Then, the ZZ estimator for the ice thickness could
be  an  indicator  of  areas  where  the  bedrock  geometry  should  be  improved  in  terms  of
resolution, mainly in transient simulations (where the grounded area changes with time). We
suspect that the ZZ for the ice thickness could be also useful if applied together with the other
one (ZZ for the deviatoric stress).  This should be assessed in the future, for real  bedrock
elevation, where noise is present.

In order to make it clear to the reader, we changed the order on page 7, emphasizing the
implementation of the deviatoric stress tensor. We also inserted a note.
Please, see page 7, line 12 and line 13.

9.  p10,  line  23:  Which  is  correct?  You  should  use  a  uniform (very-)fine-mesh  solution  as  a
comparison.
The original sentence is correct, because we are referring to Figure 5 (now Figure 6).  This
figure compares the AMR solutions with the coarse mesh, to show how the GL positions are
mesh resolution-dependent and refinement criterion-dependent. But to make it clear to the
reader, we inserted the GL positions obtained with the (very-)fine-mesh (L4, uniform). 
Please, see Figure 6, page 32, and page 11, line 2 to line 7.

10.  p11,  line  14:  Stability  isn’t  the only reason to  refine  your  timestep  – assuming  your  time
integration scheme is consistent, you should also see an O(∆t) or possibly O(∆t^2) component of
the  error,  which  can  become  important  if  you  refine  only  spatially  without  a  corresponding
reduction in the timestep.
Yes, we agree. We use an implicit scheme for the ice thickness evolution, then we have an
O(∆t)  in  terms  of  the  time-integration  error.  We  use  the  same  time-step  in  these  time
performance experiments only for comparison (assuming that all cases should have the same
error in the time-integration discretization). 

We decided to rerun the profiling experiments using the time step required to fulfill the CFL
condition (0.2 yr). We apply the same time step to all simulations, such that all cases have the
same order in terms of the time-integration error.
Please, see page 11, line 31. 



11. p11, line 19: If I understand the approach suggested here, I think the proposal is to initialize the
model using a uniform coarse-resolution solution, and then turn on AMR and add resolution as you
begin to evolve the ice sheet (and justify it  by stating that’s how one begins a realistic simulation
based on observations).  This is  almost  certain to produce numerical artifacts due to the sudden
change in the mesh setup. We have found that it’s important to initialize the model (including data
assimilation, inverse-problem solution, etc) with at least the resolution configuration that the model
will start with to produce an initial condition with as few numerical artifacts as possible (and you
actually essentially make that point in the next sentence about requiring both the steady-state and
perturbation experiments be carried out  using AMR). I realize that this particular  sentence only
applies to the performance experiments, but it represents a bad idea which might be misconstrued as
a suggestion. Why doesn’t it  make sense to simply run each mesh configuration forward from its
own self-consistent steady state? That would be more representative of how one would initialize the
model in a realistic configuration.
Yes, we agree that the initial solution and the initial mesh should be carefully defined using
the same AMR mesh applied in the experiments (or at least the same mesh resolution). Our
idea  was  only to compare  the  processing  time  with AMR within  a tolerance  in  terms of
numerical error.

To avoid any misunderstanding, we decided to rerun the time-performance experiments using
the same AMR mesh to reach the steady state. We also rephrased the experiment descriptions.
Please, see page 12, line 1 to line 11, and Table 3, page 35.

12. section 4.2: There is one more figure which would be very useful here to supplement Figure 3 –
a plot which shows both element counts and solution time for each case, each normalized against
the values for the equivalent uniform fine-mesh solutions, on the same graph (along the lines of
Figure 21 in Martin and Colella, JCP, 2000). This has the advantage of showing both the relative
savings due to AMR while also illustrating the overhead due to AMR – as represented by the gap
between the cell counts and execution times. (If fully computing the uniform fine-mesh solution is
too expensive, you can likely compute a few timesteps and extrapolate).
We added a figure  along the lines of Figure 21 in  Martin and Colella,  JCP,  2000, as the
reviewer suggested. 
Please, see Figure 9, page 36, and the note on page 12, line 23.

13.  p12,  line  6:  Using  estimates  of  the  error  is  also  commonly  used  in  AMR models  in  the
community.  For example (as you mention elsewhere), BISICLES often uses the Laplacian of the
velocity field as an estimate of the truncation error (in a second-order discretization). Others do as
well, but I don’t have them at hand. (You seem to imply that using an error-estimator is novel)
We changed that sentence such that it doesn’t imply that this is a novel estimator.
Please, see page 12, line 30 and line 33.

14. p13, line 3: I think you can make a stronger statement than "an error estimator may be more
appropriate" here – I think you could say "is more appropriate", or, if you’d prefer "is likely more
appropriate". This is a nice example of why it is important to understand the error structure of your
problem when constructing refinement criteria.
Good point. Done.
Please, see page 14, line 1.

15. p13, line 25: Is there a reason you don’t demonstrate an example which uses the combination of
refinement criteria that you recommend here?
Well, initially we didn’t run the combination R5+ZZ because using the results based on ZZ
only were virtually similar to uniform meshes. The idea was to show how a simple test with an
error estimator produced accurate solutions with fewer elements. 



Our  recommendation  is  based  on  the  following:  we  know  a  priori  that  applying  high
resolution  around  GL would  reduce  the  error caused  by  the  basal  friction  discretization
within the elements.  In fact,  applying only an error estimator does not guarantee that the
elements around the GL are refined. We noted this for the MISMIP+ setup. Interestingly, for
the MISMIP+ setup, both AMR R5+ZZ and AMR ZZ produced similar results, which does
not mean that it would be the case for real ice sheets. Therefore, for general ice sheets, we
suspect that using both criteria (R5+ZZ) should work properly.

The results using AMR R5+ZZ are shown in a table. We also added a discussion.
Please, see Table 4, page 37.
Also, see page 14, line 23 to line 33.

16. p13, line 35: In general, actual savings due to AMR are fairly problem-dependent.
Yes, we agree. The original sentence refers to our results. We added a few words to make it
clearer. 
Please, see page 15, line 7.

17. p.14, line 12: "mainly in setups where bedrock induces strong buttressing" – I’m not sure that’s
really all that relevant here. The additional error (and hence the additional refinement) occurred due
to  topographical  features  which  induced  complicated  stress  distributions  unrelated  to  the
buttressing.
Yes, we agree. We added “complex stress distributions”, and we also keep strong buttressing.
Please, see page 15, line 20.

18. Algorithm 1: It appears that in your algorithm, the initial timestep is taken on the initial coarse
mesh before any refinement is implemented. Is that the case? If so, then you have the problem that
the  initial  coarse-resolution  timestep  can  contaminate  the  solution  with  initial-time  errors.  In
general, as I mentioned earlier, you’re a lot better off if you initialize the problem with the AMR
mesh you’re going to be running with.
Yes, the reviewer is right. The initial mesh is crucial for the first time steps. We also noted this
issue. We wrote step 1 in Algorithm 1 thinking only in the initial configuration for the steady
state  phase  of  the  MISMIP3d  and  MISMIP+  experiments.  But  for  general  and  real
applications, the initial mesh should be also defined using AMR mesh, as pointed out by the
reviewer (or at least at the same resolution used in the AMR meshes). 

We deleted “coarse” in step 1, Algorithm 1, and we added a footnote with this observation. We
also added a new reference as examples of initial setup (Lee et al., Annals of Glaciology, 2015).
We also refer to Cornford, et al., JCP, 2013.
Please, see Algorithm 1 and the footnote, both on page 26.

19.  Figure  5:  This  figure  suffers  from the  choice  of  colormaps.  White  lines  are  hard  to  see,
particularly in the more highly-refined regions, and the choice of blue dots to represent the AMR
GL position makes that hard to discern from the blue velocity colormap. The small size of the plots
only adds to the difficulty. What about potentially showing the mesh lines colored by the velocity
field colormap, and then using entirely different colors for the grounding lines?
The original plots in Figure 5 (now Figure 6) were saved in PDF format, so the thickness of the
lines were relative to monitor configurations. We decided to save the figures in PNG format,
and we changed them as the reviewer suggested.
Please, see Figure 6, page 32.



20. Figure 6. This figure is central to the entire effort, and raises a few questions/issues. I find quite
a bit puzzling here:

(a) Why is the ZZ error estimator only being used for the NeoPZ case? Is it only available for the
NeoPZ runs? (I couldn’t  find any statement  to  that  effect  in  the paper,  although it’s possible  I
overlooked it).
We have performed these simulations only for NeoPZ, but the ZZ is also available for Bamg.
We decided to run with Bamg as well, and we added the results on Figure 6 (now Figure 7).
AMR ZZ using Bamg performs similarly to AMR ZZ using NeoPZ.

NeoPZ generates nested meshes, which is suitable to perform AMR using error estimators. In
nested meshes there is a hierarchy between elements and their refined “children”. Then, it is
relatively easy to refine (coarsen) elements (group of elements), in the sense of Algorithm 2 in
the manuscript.

For Bamg, there are different approaches to use estimators, for example: applying the desired
mesh resolution in selected nodes (where element errors are high, following Algorithm 2), or
applying the error as a  2D metric  in  the original  Bamg algorithm.  Here,  we applied the
desired resolution at  the nodes according to the error of the adjacent  elements,  following
Algorithm 2.
Please, see Figure 7, page 33.

(b) Would it be possible to use different line types (or possibly different colors) to distinguish the
different lines? Seeing how the different cases follow the uniform-mesh case is part of the goal (as
distinct from looking at individual data points), and that’s hard to separate out when all of the lines
are identical, particularly for the finer-resolution parts of the NeoPZ plot.
Done. Please, see Figure 7, page 33.

(c) Do you have any idea why R30 improves continuously with increasing resolution for the NeoPZ
runs, but stagnates for the Bamg runs? Can you apply the error estimator to see what’s going on
there?
We suspect this is due to our parameter settings in terms of the mesh adaptation. In Bamg, we
applied a big ratio between adjacent elements. This creates a “transition zone” between the
highest and lowest resolutions. See Figure A below. For NeoPZ, we used a larger “transition
zone”, see Figure B below. These settings were a simple choice during our simulations (we did
not  try  to find the best  parameters  for each  mesher).  Of  course,  NeoPZ generated more
elements in this case compared to Bamg. But, for this case, the ZZ error estimator (deviatoric
stress) is higher around the refined zone in Bamg mesh in comparison to the mesh generated
by NeoPZ. 

Also, as we extended the “transition zone” in NeoPZ, the resolution of the bedrock elevation
increased  more  in  comparison  to  the  mesh  generated  by  Bamg,  since  we  calculate  the
MISMIP+ bed elevation in hard code. The error due to the bedrock geometry may be also
affecting the results of AMR R30 with Bamg (see further discussion in the next response).



Figure A, AMR R30 using Bamg.

Figure A, AMR R30 using NeoPZ.

(d) The drop-off of the AMR-ZZ case at the finest resolution for the NeoPZ case is problematic,
because it  could represent  a  saturation of the ability for AMR to improve the accuracy of your
solutions and provide fine-grid accuracy. There are a number of reasons why that might be the case,
some of which would indicate potentially serious limitations on your scheme. One possibility, as
mentioned earlier, is that temporal errors are beginning to dominate, due to the constant timestep
across all resolutions. I suspect, however, that what’s happening here is the saturation of your error
indicator.  The error threshold for  refinement  should  scale  appropriately (proportional to  dx 2 ,
perhaps?) to match the target resolution. If you’re using the same numerical value in your error-
tagging criterion for all runs (you don’t actually mention in the paper how you’re choosing that
parameter – you should say that), it will act as a switch and turn off once the solution is accurate
enough to match the criterion. Trying to ask for more refinement after that won’t actually add much,
and so the solution improvement will stall. If that’s the case, then there are two potentially useful
outcomes:
i. Tightening the refinement criterion for the 0.25km case will improve the accuracy of that result
and reduce or eliminate the stalling apparent in figure 6, and
ii. The corresponding loosening of the refinement criterion for coarser cases will potentially reduce
the number of refined cells without a corresponding effect on the solution accuracy (improving the
computational efficiency of the AMR scheme)



We actually did not mention the values of the error thresholds used in AMR ZZ simulations.
We apologize about this. 

For simplicity, we use the same error threshold for all levels of refinement. Probably, for the
highest  level  (L4,  resolution  equal  to  250  m),  there  is  some  saturation  in  the  ZZ  error
indication, as the reviewer pointed out. Our goal was not to find the best parameters (error
thresholds).  Instead, we wanted to show how a simple simulation using an error estimator
produced results very close to the uniformly refined meshes,  with fewer elements than the
ones produced by AMR R30 meshes. 

We don’t think the drop-off of the AMR-ZZ is caused by temporal errors because we run
until a steady state is reached. Although the steady state in the MISMIP+ setup presents some
kind  of  oscillations  (see  the movies),  we  don’t  think the time  stepping would  impact  the
“mean”  steady  state  solution.  Also,  we  noted  that  as  the  mesh  resolution  increases,  the
oscillations tend to vanish.

Then, we think there are other components of the numerical errors in the MISMIP+ setup.
There are at least three (3) source of numerical error (which are not necessarily independent
of each other):
1) Basal friction discretization within the elements around the GL;
2) High gradient changes in the velocity field near the GL;
3) Bedrock geometry.

(1) is a model-dependent. Using SEP1 and SEP2 the numerical convergence is higher than
using NSEP (please, see Figure 5 for MISMIP3d). Despite that, high resolution at the GL is
necessary to reduce this error component. The AMR R5 criterion should reduce this error.

(2) is a physical problem-dependent. We know that around the GL, the deviatoric stress tensor
dominates the stress balance (e.g., see Schoof, C., JGR 2007). The length of the region where
the velocity field changes significantly (where the deviatoric stress tensor dominates) depends
on the geometry of the problem (the bedrock geometry). Refining the elements in this region
will reduce the error of the deviatoric stress tensor (the derivative of the velocity field).
The AMR ZZ criterion should reduce this component.

(3)  is  the  error  due  to  the  geometry  discretization.  As  we  mentioned  in  the  original
manuscript,  the MISMIP+ bed elevation is calculated directly in the code from the input
every time AMR is called. It means that the resolution of the MISMIP+ bedrock is increased
during the refinement process only in the refined regions. Therefore, not necessarily applying
AMR R5 or AMR ZZ  (or combination  of  both)  should  improve  the  MISMIP+  bedrock
geometry  as  the  uniformly  refinement  does.  This  explains  why  applying  AMR  ZZ,  even
tightening  the  refinement  criterion  for  the  0.25  km(AMR)-mesh  (we  did  the  reviewer
suggestion, “i”), does not improve the solutions in comparison to the 0.5 km(AMR)-mesh and
to  the  0.25  km(uniform)-mesh.  Probably  this  error component  also  affected  the result  of
AMR_R30 using Bamg (0.25 km-resolution, see the last response above).
 
In fact,  increasing the bedrock geometry resolution during the mesh adaptation makes the
problem different from a mathematical point of view. But the comparison between AMR and
uniform meshes are yet plausible. In this sense, the difference between AMR ZZ and uniform
mesh for 0,25 km-resolution is less than 1%.

We stress that more studies should be carried out using real bedrock topographies, to analyze
the weight of the component (3) of the numerical errors.



The thresholds were written in the legends of Figure 7 (page 33), Table 3 (page 35) and Figure
9 (page 36). 

21. Figure 7: What does the error look like for uniform fine-mesh solutions? Also, the white mesh
lines are even harder to see here than they were in Figure 5.
We inserted a figure for the uniform fine-mesh solution (same level of the AMR meshes). We
modified the legend accordingly. 

We decided to remove the white lines (mesh) since the goal of Figure 7 (now Figure 8) is to
show the spatial distribution of the ZZ error estimator around the grounding line.
Please, see Figure 8, page 34.

Technical corrections

1. p1, line 4: “of grounding line” → “of a grounding line”
Done. Page 1, line 4.

2. p1, line 6: “adaptive mesh refinement approach, AMR” → “adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
approach”
Done. Page 1, line 6.

3. p1, line 9, elsewhere: “MISMIP3d setup” → “the MISMIP3d setup”
Done. Page 1, line 10, and elsewhere.

4. p2, line 4: “the collapse of WAIS is based on” suggest replacing with “projections of the collapse 
of WAIS are based on...”
Replaced as suggested. Page 2, line 1.

5. p2, line 20: “flux condition at GL...” → “a flux condition at the GL..”
Done. Page 2, line 21.

6. p2, line 24: “allows to apply resources...” → “allows resources to be applied...”
Replaced as suggested. Page 2, line 25.

7. p3, line 11: “ice flow Elmer/Ice” → “ice flow model Elmer/Ice”
Done. Page 3, line 12.

8. p4, line 25: “high adaptive” → “highly adaptive”?
Done. Page 4, line 27.

9. p5, line 4: “transient simulation” → “transient simulations”?
Done. Page 5, line 6.

10. p5. line 23: “being ρi the ice density” → something like “with ρi the ice density...”
Replaced as suggested. Page 6, line 1.

11. p5, line 24: “vertical plane view” – I’d suggest “vertical cross-section” (also in the caption for 
fig. 1)
Replaced as suggested (in both places). Page 6, line 2.

12. p6, line 1: “of GL” → “of the GL”
Done. Page 6, line 3.



13. p12, line 10: “what is useful...” – do you mean “which is useful...” (if not, then I’m not sure 
what this means)
Yes, the correct is “which is useful”. We corrected that phrase. Page 13, line 4.

14. p12, line 15: “scheme” → “schemes”
Done. Page 13, line 9.

15. p.14, line 1: "even with a hundred..." → "even with hundreds…"
Done. Page 15, line 8.

16. p.14, line 7: "implemented here dynamic..." → "implemented dynamic…"
Done. Page 15, line 15.

17. p14, line 23: "compenting" → "competing"
Done. Page 16, line 1.
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Abstract. Accurate projections of the evolution of ice sheets in a changing climate require a fine mesh/grid resolution to

correctly capture fundamental physical processes, such as the evolution of the grounding line, the region where grounded ice

starts to float. The evolution of the grounding line indeed plays a major role in ice sheet dynamics, as it is a fundamental control

on marine ice sheet stability. Numerical modeling of a grounding line requires significant computational resources since the

accuracy of its position depends on grid or mesh resolution. A technique that improves accuracy with reduced computational5

cost is the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) approach approach, AMR. We present here the implementation of the AMR

technique in the finite element Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM) to simulate grounding line dynamics under two different

benchmarks, MISMIP3d and MISMIP+. We test different refinement criteria: (a) distance around the grounding line, (b) a

posteriori error estimator, the Zienkiewicz-Zhu (ZZ) error estimator, and (c) different combinations of (a) and (b). We find

that for the MISMIP3d setup, refining 5 km around the grounding line, both on grounded and floating ice, is sufficient to10

produce AMR results similar to the ones obtained with uniformly refined meshes. However, for the MISMIP+ setup, we note

that there is a minimum distance of 30 km around the grounding line required to produce accurate results. We find this AMR

mesh-dependency is linked to the complex bedrock topography of MISMIP+. In both benchmarks, the ZZ error estimator

presents high values around the grounding line. Particularly for the MISMIP+ setup, the estimator also presents high values

in the grounded part of the ice sheet, following the complex shape of the bedrock geometry. This estimator helps guide the15

refinement procedure such that AMR performance is improved. Our results show that computational time with AMR depends

on the required accuracy, but in all cases, it is significantly shorter than for uniformly refined meshes. We conclude that AMR

without an associated error estimator should be avoided, especially for real glaciers that have a complex bed geometry.

1 Introduction

The uncertainty in projections of ice sheet contribution to sea level rise in the next century remains large, primarily due to20

the potential collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, WAIS (Church et al., 2013; Jevrejeva et al., 2014; Ritz et al., 2015;
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DeConto and Pollard, 2016). Projections of the collapse of WAIS are based on The collapse of WAIS is based on the Marine

Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) hypothesis (Weertman, 1974; Mercer, 1978; Thomas, 1979). This hypothesis refers to ice sheets

grounded below sea level on retrograde bedrock slopes (as seen in Figure 1), as is the case for many glaciers in WAIS (Fretwell

et al., 2013). MISI states that the grounding line (GL), the region where the ice sheet starts to float (see Figure 1), cannot

remain stable on such bedrock slopes (Schoof, 2007b; Katz and Worster, 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012). Accordingly, the5

GL retreat on retrograde bedrock slopes causes increased ice discharge, which in turn leads to further GL retreat, resulting in

a non-linear positive feedback. This self-sustaining GL retreat persists until a prograde bedrock slope is reached. Therefore,

a change in climate or ocean can potentially force a large-scale fast migration of the GL inland (Schoof, 2007a; Favier et al.,

2014; Seroussi et al., 2014b). Recently, the region of WAIS has experienced an increase in the intrusion of ocean warm deep

water (Jacobs et al., 2011; Dutrieux et al., 2014) that probably likely increased the ocean induced melt under the ice shelves,10

reduced the buttressing they provide to the inland ice, and triggered the retreat of the GL observed over the last decades

(Rignot et al., 2014; Christie et al., 2016; Kimura et al., 2016; Seroussi et al., 2017).

Modeling this positive feedback requires the coupling of different physical processes (ice sheet and ice shelf evolutions, GL

migration, basal friction, etc.), and the accuracy of the results is highly dependent on the GL parameterization and the spatial

discretization of the domain. Vieli and Payne (2005) compared the results of different ice sheet numerical models in terms of15

GL migration, and found that the numerical results have a strong dependency on horizontal grid size. Analyzing the stability

and dynamics of the GL on reverse bed slopes, Schoof (2007b) pointed out that sufficiently high grid resolution in the GL zone

is a critical element to obtain reliable numerical results. Two ice sheet model intercomparison projects later confirmed the GL

dynamics dependency on spatial resolutions (Pattyn et al., 2012, 2013).

Several marine ice sheet models have employed different numerical schemes to overcome this mesh resolution requirement20

at the GL with reduced computational cost: by imposing a flux condition at the GL position (Pollard and DeConto, 2009,

2012; Pattyn, 2017), by treating GL and basal friction with sub-grid or sub-element schemes (Feldmann et al., 2014; Leguy

et al., 2014; Seroussi et al., 2014a) or by applying high spatial resolution only in the GL region with adaptive grid refinement

(Durand et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2009; Gladstone et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013).

The grid or mesh adaptation technique allows to apply resources allows resources to be applied only where they are25

required, which is very useful in transient simulations that include some discontinuity in the time-dependent solution (Devloo

et al., 1987; Berger and Colella, 1989), as is the case for GL dynamics (the basal friction is only applied to grounded ice).

This technique can be performed with two different methods: r-adaptivity and h-adaptivity methods (Oden et al., 1986). The

r-adaptivity, also known as moving mesh method, moves progressively a fixed number of vertices in a given direction or region

(Anderson et al., 1984, p. 533), while the h-adaptivity method, named in this work as adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), splits30

edges and/or elements, inserting new vertices into the mesh where high resolution is required (Devloo et al., 1987; Berger

and Colella, 1989). The performance of each of these methods depends on the problem for which they are applied. Vieli and

Payne (2005) showed that models applying moving grid to track the GL movement perform better than fixed grid models.

Since the position of the GL is explicitly defined in moving grids, Vieli and Payne (2005) noticed for this method a weak

grid resolution dependency in comparison to fixed grid method, for which the GL position falls between grid points. Goldberg35
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et al. (2009) obtained accurate solutions with fewer resources solving the time-dependent Shelfy-Stream equations with the

two different mesh adaptation techniques mentioned above, moving mesh and AMR. Using a one-dimensional Shelfy-Stream

model based on finite difference scheme, Gladstone et al. (2010) demonstrated that AMR and sub-grid parameterization for

GL position could produce robust predictions of GL migration. Pattyn et al. (2012) found that moving grid methods tend

to be the most accurate and AMR can further improve accuracy compared to models based on fixed grid. Cornford et al.5

(2013) implemented a block-structured AMR in BISICLES, a three dimensional 21/2D ice sheet model based on the finite

volume method. They demonstrated that simulations with AMR are computationally cheaper and more efficient, even as the

grounding line moves over significant distances. Jouvet and Gräser (2013) combined the Shallow Ice Approximation and

the Shallow Shelf Approximation in an AMR numerical scheme involving a truncated Newton multigrid and finite volume

method. Through MISMIP3d experiments (Pattyn et al., 2013), they highlighted the relevance and efficiency of AMR in terms10

of computational cost when high resolution (∼100 m) is necessary to reproduce GL reversibility. Recently, Gillet-Chaulet et al.

(2017) implemented an anisotropic mesh adaptation in the finite element ice flow model Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini et al., 2013).

Based on the MISMIP+ experiment (Asay-Davis et al., 2016), they showed that combining various variables (ice thickness,

basal drag, velocity, etc.) in an estimator allowed to reduce the number of mesh vertices by more than one order of magnitude

compared to uniformly refined meshes, for the same level of numerical accuracy.15

Here, we implement the AMR technique for unstructured meshes in the parallel finite element Ice Sheet System Model

(ISSM v4.14, Larour et al., 2012). The AMR capability in ISSM relies on two different and independent mesh generators:

Bamg, a bidimensional anisotropic mesh generator developed by Hecht (2006), and NeoPZ, a finite element library developed

by Devloo (1997). ISSM’s architecture is based on the Message Passing Interface (MPI), where models are run in a distributed

memory scheme. Our AMR implementation minimizes MPI communications, avoiding overheads and latencies. Since refine-20

ment criteria are crucial to AMR performance (Devloo et al., 1987), we implement different criteria based on: (a) the distance

to the grounding line, (b) the ZZ error estimator (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987), and (c) different combinations of (a) and (b).

To analyze the performance of AMR, we run two benchmark experiments: MISMIP3d (Pattyn et al., 2013) and MISMIP+

(Asay-Davis et al., 2016). We compare AMR results from both Bamg and NeoPZ with uniformly refined meshes in terms of

GL position and computational time.25

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize the main features of ISSM’s architecture, and the strategies

used to implement an efficient AMR technique for transient simulations. In Section 3, we describe both MIMISP3d and

MISMIP+ experiments used to analyze the AMR performance, and in Section 4 we present the results in terms of GL position

and processing time. We finish this paper with a discussion of the results and conclusions in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 AMR implementation30

2.1 ISSM architecture

Our AMR implementation is strongly based on the architecture of ISSM. We describe here the main ISSM features necessary

to understand the AMR strategy. We refer to Larour et al. (2012) for a more detailed description of ISSM.
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Several stress balance approximations are implemented in ISSM, including higher-order models (e.g., Blatter-Pattyn, Pattyn

(2003), full-Stokes). The current AMR capability is supported for the 2-D vertically integrated Shallow-Shelf or Shelfy-Stream

Approximation (SSA, Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989). The SSA is employed for both grounded and floating ice, so mem-

brane stress terms (which are required to correctly model the GL dynamics, Schoof, 2007b) are included but all vertical shear-

ing is neglected (Seroussi et al., 2014a). Here, the mesh used for the SSA equations is unstructured and relies on a Delaunay5

triangulation.

ISSM is designed to run in parallel in a distributed memory fashion by Message Passing Interface (MPI). When a model

is launched, the entire mesh is spatially partitioned over processing units or cores (CPU’s), and data structures related to

finite element method are built in each partition. All physical entities that vary in space (ice viscosity, ice thickness, surface,

velocities, etc.) are kept within the elements.10

MPI communications between the partitions (CPU’s) are performed to assemble the global stiffness matrix and load vector,

as well as during the solution update in the elements once the system of equations is solved. The advantage of MPI is its ability

to handle larger models (i.e. for continental scale simulations) in several cores and nodes on a cluster. Its disadvantage is the

cost in the communications between the partitions.

2.2 Bamg and NeoPZ15

The AMR technique in ISSM is implemented for unstructured meshes and triangular elements. Here are some short descriptions

of the meshers Bamg and NeoPZ.

Bamg (Hecht, 2006) is a bidimensional mesh generator based on Delaunay-like method (Hecht, 2005). This mesh generator

is embedded in ISSM for static anisotropic mesh adaptation (Morlighem et al., 2010). Here, we extend Bamg capabilities for

dynamic adaptation (AMR). The refinement in Bamg is carried out by specifying the desired resolution on the vertices. To20

reach the desired resolution, Bamg’s algorithm splits triangle edges and inserts new vertices in the mesh (Hecht, 2006). The

algorithm keeps new vertices and connectivities unchanged as much as possible compared to the previous mesh (Hecht, 2005).

This procedure reduces the numerical perturbations errors introduced by the AMR when the solutions are interpolated into

the new mesh (see Section 2.3). Regions of different resolutions are linked by a transition zone, where the element sizes are

changed gradually. The spatial extent of this transition zone is also specified in the Bamg’s algorithm. An example of an adapted25

mesh using Bamg is shown in Figure 3 6 .

NeoPZ (Devloo, 1997) is a finite element library dedicated to high highly adaptive techniques (Calle et al., 2015). In NeoPZ’s

data structure, each element is refined into 4 topologically similar elements, whose resolutions are half of the refined element.

To avoid hanging vertices (Calle et al., 2015), some elements are divided in specific ways such that any two elements in the

mesh may have a vertex or an entire edge in common, or no vertices in common (Szabó and Babuška, 1991, p. 81). In this30

sense, all meshes refined by NeoPZ are nested, i.e., vertices and connectivities from the coarse mesh are kept fixed during all

simulation time. This characteristic does not introduce any numerical error induced by the AMR perturbation during the

interpolation process (see Section 2.3). The AMR with NeoPZ is given by specifying the level of refinement, i.e., how often
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elements are refined. Therefore, the transition zone, which links regions of different resolutions, is generated stepwise through

resolutions dictated by levels of refinement. Figure 3 6 shows an examples of adapted meshes using NeoPZ.

Here, we describe the algorithm to couple ISSM to Bamg and NeoPZ as well as the refinement criteria usage (Sections 2.3

and 2.4).

2.3 Parallel strategy5

The solution sequence for transient simulation simulations with AMR is summarized in Figure 2. Details of AMR processes

are itemized in Algorithm 1. In Figure 2, the AMR is the last step to be executed for a given time step. This is an explicit

approach, where a new adapted mesh is built for a given solution. In Algorithm 1, all processes involved to perform the AMR

in ISSM are executed in the step ’e’, the remeshing core. Step ’e.1’ executes the mesh adaptation (refinement or coarsening

of elements) and the other steps (’e.2’ to ’e.5’) prepare the adapted mesh, data structures and solutions for the next simulation10

time step.

Bamg and NeoPZ perform the AMR (step ’e.1’, Algorithm 1) in serial, considering the entire mesh. In our implementation,

only one partition (which CPU rank is #0) keeps the Bamg or NeoPZ entire mesh, and is responsible to execute the AMR

process.

Our AMR implementation keeps the number of partitions constant during all simulation time. The number and distribution15

of elements into the partitions varies every time AMR is called, since the mesh partitioning process (step ’e.2’, Algorithm 1)

generates partitions with similar number of elements. This process avoids memory imbalance among the CPU’s and overheads

during the solver phase (Larour et al., 2012).

Each time remeshing is performed, the solutions and all data fields are interpolated from the old mesh onto the new mesh.

This step is executed in parallel, where each CPU interpolates the solutions just on its own partition (step ’e.4’, Algorithm 1).20

The construction of new data structures and the adjustment of solutions (steps ’e.3’ and ’e.5’, respectively, Algorithm 1) are

also executed in parallel, as is the computation of the refinement criteria (see Section 2.4).

All MPI communications in the remesh core (step ’e’, Algorithm 1) are minimized to avoid overheads when large models

are run. In order to minimize MPI calls, we perform a single communication of a large array that includes all data

structures. In the interpolation process, for example, all relevant fields are collected by CPU #0 in one single vector structure25

in such a way that only one MPI broadcast is called. This approach is based on the fact that, in general, it is more efficient to

perform few large MPI messages instead of carrying out many smaller ones (Reinders and Jeffers, 2015, p. 327).

2.4 Refinement criteria

The grounding line dynamics is implemented in ISSM through an implicit level set function, φgl, based on a hydrostatic

floatation criterion (Seroussi et al., 2014a):30

φgl =H −Hf , (1)
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whereH is the ice thickness andHf =−b(ρw/ρi) is the floating height, being with ρi the ice density, ρw the ocean density and

b the bedrock elevation (negative if below sea level). Figure 1 illustrates the GL position in a vertical plane view cross-section

of a marine ice sheet. The position of the GL is defined as:
φgl < 0 : ice is floating

φgl > 0 : ice is grounded

φgl = 0 : grounding line position

. (2)

The performance of AMR depends on the refinement criterion (Devloo et al., 1987). We implement the three following5

criteria:

(a) Element distance to the GL, Rgl;

(b) ZZ error estimator for deviatoric stress tensor, τ and ice thickness, H;

(c) Different combinations of (a) and (b).

The criterion (a) is based on a heuristic approach commonly applied (Goldberg et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2012;10

Cornford et al., 2013). The second criterion, (b), is based on the fact that high changes in the gradients in the velocity field

(therefore, in the deviatoric stress tensor, τ ) and ice thickness, H , are expected to be present near the grounding line. Criterion

(c) extends and merges the features of the other two previous criteria. We define the AMR criterion used based on binary flags

θ (= 0 or 1) such that:
θgl = 1 : use element distance to the GL

θτ = 1 : use ZZ error estimator for τ

θH = 1 : use ZZ error estimator for H

. (3)15

We propose Algorithm 2, inspired by Devloo et al. (1987), to execute the refinement and coarsening processes under different

criteria (AMR core, step ’e.2’ in Algorithm 1). The first 3 steps in Algorithm 2 compute the criterion according to the binary

flags, θ, defined above. These steps are performed in parallel. Step ’4’ verifies, for each element in the mesh, if it should be

refined: its distance to the GL and its ZZ errors are compared with prescribed limits (thresholds). The element is refined if at

least one of the thresholds is exceeded, so long as its level of refinement is less than the maximum level chosen. This logical20

operation is performed by the operator "or" in the statement "if" in step ’4’. Once an element is refined, it is identified as a

group. Step ’5’ verifies for each group if it should be coarsened. To be coarsened, a group should meet all thresholds; the logical

operator used in this case is "and" (statement "if" in step ’5’). Algorithm 2 has two sets of thresholds (shown with max), for

elements and for groups of elements. For the algorithm to work properly, these sets of thresholds should be different, following

Devloo et al. (1987).25
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2.5 ZZ error estimator

The generic form of the ZZ (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987) error estimator ε(e) for a given element e is:

ε(e) =

∫
Ωe

(∇u∗−∇u)
2
dΩe

1/2

, (4)

where Ωe is the domain of the element e, ∇u is the gradient of the finite element solution u and ∇u∗ is the smoothed

reconstructed gradient, calculated on the element e as:5

∇u∗ =

s∑
i=1

ψi∇u∗i , (5)

and

∇u∗i =
1

Wi

k∑
j=1

wj∇uj , (6)

where ψi is the ith P1 Lagrange shape function on element e, s is the number of shape functions of the element e (here, s= 3),

j is the jth element connected to the vertex i, k is the number of elements connected to vertex i, wj is the weight relative to10

the element j and Wi is the sum of all weights for the vertex i. Here, the weights w are defined as the geometric area of the

triangular elements. We implement the ZZ error estimator for the ice thickness (u=H) and we extend the estimator for the

deviatoric stress tensor (τ ), written in a vectorized form, i.e., for SSA we have ∇u→ τ = (τxx, τyy, τxy)
ᵀ. We also extend

the estimator for the ice thickness (u=H). The ZZ estimator was conceived by Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987) for linear

elasticity, which involves elliptic equations. Applying the ZZ error estimator to the deviatoric stress tensor is therefore a15

natural extension, since the SSA equations are also elliptic. The ZZ estimator for the ice thickness highlights the regions

of sharp bedrock gradient, and could be used to improve the resolution of the bedrock geometry (e.g., see Figure 8). See

Section 2.4 and Algorithm 2 for how these error estimates are combined.

3 Numerical experiments

We run 2 different benchmark experiments to evaluate the adaptive mesh refinement capabilities based on the MISMIP3D20

(Pattyn et al., 2013) and MISMIP+ (Asay-Davis et al., 2016) experiments. The following subsections describe briefly each

setup. More details can be found in the respective references. All experiments are performed using the vertically integrated

Shelfy-Stream Approximation equations (SSA, Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989).

3.1 MISMIP3d setup

The MISMIP3d domain setup is rectangular, and extends from 0 to 800 km in the x direction and from 0 to 50 km in the y25

direction. The bed elevation (b) varies only in the x direction, as follows:

b(x,y) =−100−x. (7)
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Boundary conditions are applied as follows: a symmetric condition at x= 0 so that ice velocity is equal to zero, a symmetric

condition at y = 0 (which represents the centerline of the ice stream), and free slip condition at y = 50 km so that the flux

through these surfaces is zero. Water pressure is applied at the ice front at x= 800 km.

The ice viscosity, µ, is considered to be isotropic and to follow the Glen’s flow law (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010):

µ=
B

2ε̇e
n−1
n

, (8)5

where B (=A1/n, being A the Glen’s flow law factor) is the ice viscosity parameter, ε̇e is the effective strain rate and n= 3

the Glen’s exponent. The ice viscosity parameter, B, is uniform and constant over the domain and the time, and its value is

equal to 2.15 × 108 Pas−1/3. A non-linear friction (Weertman) law is applied on grounded ice:

τ b = C |ub|m−1
ub, (9)

where τ b is the basal shear stress, ub is the basal sliding velocity, C is the friction coefficient, and m= 1/3 is the sliding law10

exponent. The basal friction coefficient, C, is also spatially uniform for all grounded ice, and equal to 107 Pam−1/3s1/3.

The experiments are run starting from an initial configuration with a thin layer (100 m) of ice and run until a steady state

condition is reached, which occurs after 30,000 years. We compare the GL positions from different meshes at t=30,000 yr.

We investigate the sensitivity of the AMR for which the refinement method is based on the element distance to the GL, Rgl

(criterion (a), Section 2.4). For comparison analysis, three different distances are used for the highest refinement level:Rgl = 5,15

10 and 15 km. These different meshes are labeled as R5, R10 and R15, respectively. The distance Rgl refers to the region with

the highest level of refinement. For example, R5 means that 5 km on both sides of the GL (upstream and downstream) are

refined with the highest level. Table 1 summarizes the criteria used for all experiments. The coarse mesh, that has a resolution

of 5 km, is used as an initial mesh for all simulations and mesh generators (Bamg and NeoPZ). To analyze the convergence,

we refine the coarse mesh 1×, 2× and 3×. These 3 levels of refinement are applied to both uniform and adaptive meshes, and20

correspond to elements with 2.5, 1.25 and 0.63 km resolution, respectively. Table 2 presents the correspondence between level

and resolution at the GL used in the experiments.

We also investigate the sensitivity of the AMR to GL parameterization into the elements (Seroussi et al., 2014a). Three

sub-element parameterizations are tested: no sub-element parameterization (NSEP), sub-element parameterization 1 (SEP1)

and sub-element parameterization 2 (SEP2). In the NSEP method, each element of the mesh is either grounded or floating and25

the grounding line position is defined as the last grounded point. In SEP1 and SEP2 methods, the grounding line position is

located anywhere within an element and defined by the implicit level set function, φgl, which is based on the floating condition

(see Section 2.4). The difference between SEP1 and SEP2 is how each one of these methods computes the basal friction

to match the amount of grounded ice in the element. In the SEP1 approach, the basal friction coefficient (C) is reduced as

Cg = CAg/A, where Cg is the new basal friction coefficient for the element partially grounded, Ag is the area of grounded30

ice of this element and A is the total area of the element. In the SPE2 technique, the basal friction is integrated (in the sense of

the finite element method) only on the part where the element is grounded. This is done by changing the integration area from
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the original element to the grounded part of the element. We refer to Seroussi et al. (2014a) for a complete description of these

sub-element parameterizations.

3.2 MISMIP+ setup

The MISMIP+ domain is also rectangular, whose dimensions are: 0≤ x≤ 640 km and 0≤ y ≤ 80 km. The bed elevation is

defined as follows:5

b(x,y) = max(bx(x) + by(y), bdeep) . (10)

with:

bx(x) = b0 + b2

(x
x̄

)2

+ b4

(x
x̄

)4

+ b6

(x
x̄

)6

, (11)

and

by(y) =
d

1 + exp[−2(y−Ly/2−wc)/fc]
+

d

1 + exp[2(y−Ly/2 +wc)/fc]
, (12)10

where bdeep =−720 m, b0 =−150.0 m, b2 =−728.8 m, b4 = 343.91 m, b6 =−50.57 m, x̄= 300 km, d= 500 m, Ly = 80

km, wc = 24 km, fc = 4 km. Figure 4 shows the bed elevation calculated with Equations 10, 11 and 12.

The ice is isothermal and the ice viscosity parameter, B, is equal to 1.1642 × 108 Pas−1/3 (uniform and constant over the

domain and the time). The boundary conditions are similar to MISMIP3d. The friction model used here is a power law, Eq. (9),

with a coefficient, C, equal to 3.160× 106 Pam−1/3s1/3 (spatially uniform for all grounded ice) and sliding law exponent, m,15

equal to 1/3.

We run the experiments starting from an initial configuration with a 100 m thick layer of ice, and run the simulations until a

steady state condition is reach (after 20,000 years). The GL positions are compared at t=20,000 yr.

To investigate further the sensitivity of the GL position to the refinement distance, Rgl, we choose distances with the highest

refinement level equal to Rgl = 5, 15 and 30 km, with meshes labeled as R5, R15 and R30, respectively (see Table 1). As for20

the MISMIP3d simulations, these distances refer to the region around the GL with the highest level of refinement. The same

coarse mesh with a resolution of 4 km is used for Bamg and NeoPZ, and it is refined up to four times for both adaptive and

uniform refinement approaches. The respective resolutions for the four refinement levels are 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 km. Table 2

summarizes the levels and the respective resolutions at the GL. All the MISMIP+ simulations are performed with sub-element

parameterization type I, SEP1 (Seroussi et al., 2014a).25

It is important to emphasize that the MISMIP+ bed elevation (Figure 4) is calculated directly in the code every time AMR is

called (step ’e.5’, Algorithm 1). This procedure avoids excessive smoothing of the complex bedrock topography in the refined

region.
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4 Results

For a given problem, the results from an AMR mesh should be as close as possible (within an acceptable tolerance) to those

obtained with an uniformly refined mesh, for the same level of refinement (element resolution) in both meshes. This comparison

is an indicator of the AMR performance to that given problem. Since Bamg and NeoPZ adapt the mesh in different ways, it

is important to analyze how their differences impact the numerical solutions. Therefore, we first compare the results from the5

adaptive and uniform meshes using both Bamg and NeoPZ for the MISMIP3d and MISMIP+ experiments, and then we assess

the time performance of the AMR in comparison with uniformly refined mesh.

4.1 GL position comparison

4.1.1 MISMIP3d setup

Figure 5 presents the GL positions and the ice volume above floatation (VAF1) for different AMR meshes and sub-element10

parameterizations as a function of element resolutions. The refinement criterion used is the element distance to the GL, Rgl

(see Table 1 and Section 2.4). GL positions and VAF obtained with uniformly refined meshes are also shown in Figure 5. For

NSEP, GL position varies between 200 km and 520 km for meshes L0 (coarse mesh) and L3 (level of refinement equal to 3),

respectively. For these same meshes, GL position varies between 620 km and 600 km for SEP1, and 550 km and 600 km for

SEP2.15

We note that AMR meshes with NeoPZ produces GL positions that are very similar to the ones produced with uniformly

refined mesh. This holds for all sub-element parameterizations. AMR with Bamg is more sensitive to NSEP, for which GL

positions depend on the element distance to the GL (Rgl) used, especially for the lower refinement level (level equal to 1).

Despite this, GL positions from AMR with Bamg are in agreement with uniformly refined meshes for SEP1 and SEP2. Similar

behaviour is observed in the VAF amounts.20

4.1.2 MISMIP+ setup

The MISMIP+ bed topography (see Section 3.2 and Figure 4) is designed to introduce a strong buttressing on the ice stream

from the confined ice shelf. It is therefore expected that the results are more sensitive to the mesh refinement compared to

simpler bedrock descriptions (e.g., MISMIP3d), since refining the mesh also improves the resolution of the bedrock geometry

(see Section 3.2).25

Figure 6 presents the coarse mesh and 3 examples of adaptive meshes obtained with Bamg and NeoPZ and different criteria:

element distance to the GL, Rgl (= 5 km, R5) and error estimator ZZ (see Table 1). The figure also shows the GL positions

obtained with these meshes and with the most refined uniform mesh (250 m resolution). Figure 6 provides an example of

a case for which the GL position remains resolution-dependent and refinement criterion-dependent. We can note that,

using the same criterion based on the element distance the to GL (meshes R5), Bamg and NeoPZ produce different meshes, as30

1 The ice volume above floatation is the ice volume that contributes to sea level (Bindschadler et al., 2013)
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expected. For Bamg, the transition zone between the lowest and highest resolution is smoother than NeoPZ’s mesh, since the

resolutions in NeoPZ are obtained stepwise by nested elements. In Figure 6, at At the center of the domain (y=40 km), the GL

position varies by 12 and 13 km between the most refined uniform mesh and the adaptive meshes generated by Bamg

and NeoPZ, respectively. Between the coarse mesh and the adaptive meshes, the GL position varies by about 10 km (for

both Bamg and NeoPZ). 10 km between the coarse mesh and the adaptive meshes (for both Bamg and NeoPZ). When the ZZ5

criterion is used, the GL positions differ by 6 km (17 km) 17 km in comparison with the one obtained from the most refined

uniform mesh (coarse mesh). coarse mesh.

Figure 7 presents a set of results for the grounding line position and the ice volume above floatation as a function of mesh

resolution. AMR mesh-dependency is clear in Figure 7. For AMR with NeoPZ, GL positions obtained with AMR R5 are below

the ones produced by AMR R15 and AMR R30. Marginally AMR R15 and AMR R30 produce the same GL positions. For10

AMR with Bamg, AMR R5 and AMR R15 do not improve the position of the GL as the resolution increases. We can note

the differences of GL positions from AMR (with both Bamg and NeoPZ) and from uniformly refined meshes are higher in

comparison to the MISMIP3d experiment. The same AMR mesh-dependency is observed in the VAF values.

To investigate the possible causes of this AMR mesh-dependency, we perform the AMR using the ZZ error estimator calcu-

lated for the deviatoric stress tensor, τ (Table 1). The GL positions obtained with AMR ZZ is presented in Figure 7 , for the15

mesh generator NeoPZ only . We observe that GL positions with AMR ZZ are closer to the ones obtained with uniform meshes,

for all mesh resolutions. To understand this AMR ZZ result, we plot the spatial distributions of the ZZ error estimator for the

coarse and adaptive meshes (using NeoPZ), as illustrated in Figure 8 (see also the movies in the supporting information). The

ZZ error values are normalized between 0 and 1. For the coarse mesh, we see in Figure 8 that the error estimators calculated

for the deviatoric stress tensor and the ice thickness present high values around the GL. In particular, for the ice thickness,20

the estimator also presents high values in the grounded part of the marine ice sheet, following the high gradient in the side

walls of the bed topography (see Figure 4). For AMR R5 meshes, there are high ZZ error values around the refined region.

This is not observed when the refinement criterion used is the ZZ estimator (AMR ZZ, see Table 1), as expected. Using the ZZ

criterion induces an equalization in the spatial distribution of the estimated errors, improving the solutions (e.g., GL position,

see Figure 7). In terms of performance, AMR ZZ generates fewer elements than AMR R30. At the end of the experiment and25

for a level of refinement equal to 4 (resolution equal to 250 m), using NeoPZ, AMR R30 mesh has 464,712 elements, while

AMR ZZ mesh has 24,428 elements (i.e., only ∼5% of the number of elements in AMR R30).

4.2 AMR time performance

To analyze the AMR performance in terms of computational time, we run the experiment Ice1r of MISMIP+ (Asay-Davis

et al., 2016). The experiment starts from the steady state condition and runs forward in time for 100 years with a basal melt30

rate applied. The time step is equal to 0.2 yr (computed to fulfil the CFL condition for the highest resolution mesh). 1 yr.

Although the time step should be around ∼0.2 yr for the highest resolution mesh (to fulfil the CFL condition), the simulations

here do not present any numerical instabilities. The non-linear SSA equations are solved using the Picard scheme and the

Multifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver, MUMPS (Amestoy et al., 2001, 2006).
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The purpose of the experiments described here is to assess the computational overhead when AMR is active. We

initialize all the models using the steady state solution obtained with the same AMR mesh (level of refinement and

criteria) used to carry out the experiment Ice1r. This procedure emulates a common modeling practice (e.g., Cornford

et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015): the initial conditions are self-consistent with the AMR mesh, avoiding numerical artifacts

during the transient simulation. All the experiments are run in parallel (16 cores) in a 2x Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 2.405

GHz with 64 GB of RAM.

We initialize the models using the steady state solution obtained with the coarse mesh. This procedure emulates a common

modeling practice: a coarse mesh is initialized with observed fields and the AMR is carried out in the model during the forcing

(experiment) scenarios. It is important to note that, in the sense of MISMIP+, both the steady state and the forcing experiments

should be carried out using the same AMR mesh. The purpose of the experiments here is only to assess the processing time10

with AMR. All the experiments are run in parallel (16 cores) in a 2x Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 2.40 GHz with 64 GB of RAM.

Table 3 presents GL positions obtained with different meshes at the end of experiment Ice1r, and the computational time

and number of elements required for each mesh, as well as the criterion used. The levels of refinement are labeled as ’L#’,

e.g., L3 means level 3 (see Table 2). Considering the GL position obtained from the highest resolution mesh (L4 uniform)

as a reference result, we compare the computational cost using uniform and AMR meshes to obtain the same result within a15

deviation of 1.5% 1 km (i.e. 394 ± 1 km) . In Table 3, only L3 uniform, L3 AMR ZZ and L3 AMR R5+ZZ meshes produce

this required accuracy. L3 uniform mesh has at least 3.5 4× more elements than the AMR L30 meshes, which represents

a computational time 2.5 24%× higher in comparison with the adaptive approach. In terms of refinement criteria, AMR ZZ

generates half one-fifth of the number of elements in comparison to AMR R30, which means virtually at least half of a quarter

of computational time. Comparing AMR ZZ and L3 uniform, the computational time using the adaptive mesh is at least 4 4.5×20

less. The performance of Bamg and NeoPZ is similar, once the ratio of computational time and number of elements is virtually

equal for both packages (not shown here) .

Figure 9 shows the element counts and the solution time for the AMR meshes normalized against the values for the

equivalent uniform meshes. In Figure 9, the solution time curve represents the relative savings due to AMR, while the

gap between the two curves (solution time minus element counts) illustrates the overhead due to the AMR procedure.25

We note the AMR overhead decreases with the level of refinement and becomes reasonable for level 2 or higher.

5 Discussion

In this work, we describe the implementation of an adaptive mesh refinement approach in the Ice Sheet System Model (v4.14)

as well as the performance of our implementation in terms of grounding line position and simulation time. We investigate

the adaptive meshes performance using a heuristic criterion based on the distance to the GL using a criterion commonly30

applied by the community (Durand et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013), and we

compare with an error estimator (ZZ, Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987) based on the a posteriori analysis of the transient solutions

(e.g., Goldberg et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013) (deviatoric stress tensor and ice thickness) .
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We rely on two different mesh generators, Bamg (Hecht, 2006) and NeoPZ (Devloo, 1997) that have different properties. It

is therefore expected that their solutions are not identical. This explains the difference observed in GL positions (and VAF)

compared to uniform meshes for the 3 sub-element parameterizations (e.g., the MISMIP3d setup, Figure 5).

NeoPZ generates nested meshes, which reduces errors in the interpolation step, what which is useful to assess AMR per-

formance in comparison to uniformly refined mesh. Bamg’s algorithm works differently: the fact that some vertices positions5

change produces at least two side effects: (1) induced errors in the interpolation process; (2) positive or negative impact on

the convergence of the solutions. The weight of the first side effect can be reduced using higher element distance to the GL

(Rgl), for which the highest resolution is applied, and increasing the length of the transition zone between fine and coarse

elements. Higher-order interpolative scheme schemes can be also used, as pointed out by Goldberg et al. (2009), to avoid

solution diffusion. In ISSM, the interpolation scheme is carried out by P0 and P1 Lagrange polynomials, and we suspect these10

are enough for our AMR procedure. The weight of the second side effect depends on the problem considered. We suspect that

for GL dynamics this effect has overall a positive impact, once updating vertex positions is somewhat similar to the moving

mesh technique, although the GL is not explicitly defined in our approach as in other studies (e.g., Vieli and Payne, 2005).

;Goldberg et al., 2009). This argument is based on the results shown here, for both MISMIP3d and MISMIP+ setups. Some

mesh packages and finite element libraries related to NeoPZ are: Deal II (Bangerth et al., 2007), Hermes (Šolín et al., 2008),15

libMesh (Kirk et al., 2006) and HP90 (Demkowicz et al., 1998). Mesh generators related to Bamg are: MMG (Dapogny et al.,

2014), Yams (Frey, 2001) and Gmsh (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009). So, we expect that the results shown here in this work

would be reproduced with these related packages.

The results from MISMIP3d suggest that independently of the sub-element parameterization and refinement level, refining

elements within a 5 km region with highest resolution around the GL is enough to generate solutions similar to the ones20

produced by uniform meshes. This holds for Bamg and NeoPZ (Figure 5). Cornford et al. (2013) presented similar results for

SSA equations through BISICLES, an AMR finite volume-based ice sheet simulator. They concluded that refining 4 cells on

either sides of the GL was enough to achieve results similar to uniform meshes for all levels of refinement.

For MISMIP+, a minimal distance of 30 km for the highest resolution around the GL is necessary to accurately capture the

GL position (Figure 7). Nevertheless, there is a residual between GL positions from AMR and uniform meshes. This AMR25

mesh-dependency can be explained by the bed topography of MISMIP+ (Figure 4): the high gradient in the side walls induces

numerical errors on the gradients of the velocity field (deviatoric stress tensor, near the GL) and ice thickness (on grounded

ice), as illustrated by the spatial distribution of the a posteriori error estimator used here (Figure 8). For the MISMIP3d setup,

the highest values of the error estimate concentrate only around the GL (not shown here), which explains why a few kilometers

of high resolution near the GL improves the GL positions.30

Figures 5 and 7 present a picture of the impact of mesh resolution in integrated quantities like VAF. The VAF curves

follow the GL position behaviour, presenting the same AMR mesh-dependency in the MISMIP+ setup. Therefore, the

accuracy of VAF depends on the accuracy of the GL dynamics. Since VAF changes represent potential sea level rise, we

highlight that the GL movement should be accurately tracked in ice sheet models.
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Since numerical errors are not only concentrated near the GL for the MISMIP+ setup, an error estimator may be is likely

more appropriate to understand the error structure of the problem, to guide the refinement and to reduce the error estimates

along the domain, improving AMR performance. This explains why a simple test with the AMR ZZ produces better conver-

gence with much less elements than AMR based on the heuristic criterion (element distance to the GL, Figure 7). Related

works have used proxies of error estimators: Goldberg et al. (2009) used the jumps in strain rate between adjacent cells; Gud-5

mundsson et al. (2012) used the second derivative of ice thickness; Cornford et al. (2013) used the Laplacian of the velocity

field and Gillet-Chaulet et al. (2017) used the estimator proposed by Frey and Alauzet (2005), whose metric is based on a

priori interpolation error calculated by the field’s Hessian matrix (second derivative). The ZZ used here is a true a posteriori

error estimator based on the recovered gradient (Ainsworth and Oden, 2000, p. 3), widely used in the finite element community

(Ainsworth et al., 1989; Grätsch and Bathe, 2005) and suitable to be implemented in ice sheet models, or the ones based on10

finite volumes or finite differences. As the MISMIP+ bed geometry is more realistic than MISMIP3d, we can expect a similar

result for real glaciers, i.e., high numerical errors present in regions not necessarily adjacent to the GL.

Further analysis with ZZ or another error estimator should be developed to improve the AMR criterion used in ice sheet

modeling. An important issue to be investigated is the interpolation of real bed topography directly from a dataset every time

AMR is carried out. This interpolation increases bed resolution according to mesh adaptation, which reduces the smoothness of15

the bed in the model (since real beds are not necessarily smooth). The reduction of the bed smoothness induces some numerical

errors and counterbalances the effect of mesh adaptation, increasing AMR mesh-dependency. Real bed topographies should

be analyzed in benchmark models as well as in real ice sheet domains. Our current AMR implementation interpolates the bed

elevation from the coarse (initial) mesh, except for the MISMIP+ experiment, for which we hard-coded the calculation of the

bed topography directly in the code (in this case, AMR reduces the smoothness of the bed in the model, but as there is no20

noise, the numerical error based on the ZZ error estimator for the ice thickness is reduced). The interpolation from a dataset

will be implemented in ISSM in the future. Based on this discussion and the results shown in this study, we recommend AMR

with the combination of the heuristic criterion (using a minimal distance, e.g., 5 km) with an associated error estimator. Our

recommendation is based on the following: we know a priori that applying high resolution around the GL would reduce

the error caused by the basal friction discretization within the elements. In fact, applying only an error estimator does25

not guarantee that the elements around the GL are refined until the highest (desired) resolution. We noted this for the

MISMIP+ setup (see the last mesh in Figure 6). Otherwise, In other words, only imposing fine mesh resolution near the

GL does not ensure that the GL position is correctly captured because the extension of the region (around the GL) where

the velocity field changes significantly (where the deviatoric stress dominates the stress balance in the ice sheet-shelf

transition; e.g., Figure 11 in Schoof (2007b)) depends on the physical parameters of the ice sheet. Interestingly, for the30

MISMIP+ setup, the combination of the heuristic criterion with the ZZ error estimator (AMR R5+ZZ) and the AMR

ZZ produce similar results (as shown in Table 4), which does not mean that it would be the case for real ice sheets.

Therefore, for real ice sheets, we suspect that using both criteria (R5+ZZ) should work properly. Tests varying AMR

parameters (distance to the GL, maximum thresholds for the error estimator, level of refinement, etc.) should be carried before

any ice sheet simulation to optimize AMR performance in terms of both solutions and computational time.35
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The grounding line zone is not the only place where AMR can be applied. Ice front and calving dynamics (Todd et al.,

2018) as well as shear margins in ice streams (Haseloff et al., 2015) are examples for which adaptive meshes can improve

numerical solutions with reduced computational efforts. In ISSM, the AMR can be applied to these regions through extension

of Algorithm 2. Other experiments (not shown here) testing the AMR to refine the ice front region show promising results

(Santos et al., 2018).5

Our AMR performance analysis shows that the computational time in AMR simulations reaches up to one order of magnitude

less in comparison to models based on uniform meshes. Computational time and solution accuracy of AMR depend on the

physical problem and the refinement criterion used . In this work, , and even with a hundred hundreds of elements generated

(e.g., meshes AMR R30), the computational time is satisfactory. This is observed for both NeoPZ and Bamg. Further analysis

should be carried out to check the performance in real ice sheets and in higher computational scale (thousand of elements), but10

the results presented in this study suggest that our AMR implementation strategy is adapted to the modeling questions being

investigated. Our AMR computation time compares to Cornford et al. (2013), in which AMR simulations spend ∼1/3 of CPU

time needed in simulations performed by uniform meshes.

6 Conclusions

We implemented here dynamic AMR into ISSM and tested its performance on two different experiments with different re-15

finement criteria. The comparison between Bamg and NeoPZ shows that they present similar performance, and the choice of

which to be used is up to the user. Moreover, users using Bamg (or similar mesh generator) should pay attention in the minimal

extension of the transition zone to reduce numerical errors (e.g., in the interpolation step). NeoPZ is more suitable with error

estimators, as well as in AMR performance comparison. Based on the AMR mesh-sensitivity observed here, we conclude that

AMR without an error estimator should be avoided, mainly in setups where bedrock induces complex stress distributions20

and/or strong buttressing. In real bedrock topographies, where small scale features may play an important role, an error esti-

mator is suitable to guide the AMR. Further research should be carried out in order to evaluate AMR performance in real bed

geometries. Our recommendation to improve the AMR performance while minimizing computational effort is the combination

of the heuristic criteria, applying a minimal distance around the GL (e.g., 5 km), with an error estimator. The simple tests

with the ZZ error estimator show a significant potential, mostly due to its simple implementation and performance. The AMR25

technique in ISSM can be extended to others physical processes such that the evolution of ice sheets and, consequently the sea

level rise, can be accurately modeled and projected.

Code availability. The adaptive mesh refinement are currently implemented in the ISSM code for triangular elements. The code can be

download, compiled and executed following the instructions avaiable on the ISSM website: https://issm.jpl.nasa.gov/download.
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Figure 1. Vertical plane view cross-section of a marine ice sheet: marine ice sheet, ocean and bed. The position of the grounding line is

implicitly defined by the level set function, φgl, based on a hydrostatic floatation criterion (Seroussi et al., 2014a).
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Figure 2. Solution sequence for ice sheet transient simulation with adaptive mesh refinement.
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Figure 3. Examples of adaptive meshes using Bamg and NeoPZ. Blue line: grounding line position. Black lines: coarse mesh, common for

Bamg and NeoPZ. Green lines: adaptive meshes with level of refinement equal to 2 (L2). Bamg keeps vertices and connectivities unchanged

as much as possible compared to the coarse mesh. NeoPZ generates nested meshes: vertices and connectivities of the coarse mesh are kept

unchanged.
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Algorithm 1 Transient simulation with AMR

1. set initial solution state and initial coarse mesh2

2. while tn ≤ tmax do:

a. call stress balance core (diagnostic)

b. call thickness balance core (prognostic)

c. call ice front migration core (level set adjustment)

d. call grounding line migration core (hydrostatic adjustment)

e. call remesh core (AMR)

e.1. call AMR core (refine/coarsen mesh, Bamg or NeoPZ, serial in CPU #0)

e.2. call mesh partitioning (over all CPU’s, serial)

e.3. build new data structures (all CPU’s, parallel)

e.4. interpolate solutions (all CPU’s, parallel)

e.5. call geometry adjustment core (all CPU’s, parallel)

f. time increment tn+1 = tn+ dt

3. post processing

2The setup of the inital solution into the initial mesh is important to reduce numerical artifacts in the first time steps. Therefore, the initial mesh

should be defined using AMR with the same level of refinement chosen in Algorithm 1 (e.g., see Cornford et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015).
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Algorithm 2 AMR core: refinement criteria calculation, refinement and coarsening processes. e = element. g = group of

elements that are nested and derived from a refined element. L(e) = level of refinement of the element e. Lmax = maximum

level of refinement. Rmax = maximum threshold for element/group distance to the grounding line. εmax = maximum threshold

for element/group error estimator (thickness/deviatoric stress). θ = binary flags that define the criteria criterion to use.

1. if θgl = 1, then compute the element and group distances to the grounding line, Rgl (e) and Rgl (g).

2. if θτ = 1, then compute the element and group deviatoric stress error estimators, ετ (e) and ετ (g).

3. if θH = 1, then compute the element and group thickness error estimators, εH (e) and εH (g).

4. for each element e such that L(e)< Lmax, do:

if
[
Rgl (e)< θgl ·Rmaxgl,e

]
or if

[
θτ · ετ (e)> εmaxτ,e

]
or if

[
θH · εH (e)> εmaxH,e

]
,

then refine e.

5. for each group g, do:

if
[
Rgl (g)> θgl ·Rmaxgl,g

]
and if

[
θτ · ετ (g)< εmaxτ,g

]
and if

[
θH · εH (g)< εmaxH,g

]
,

then coarsen g.
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Table 1. Refinement criteria for the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) simulations.

Experiment Label Criterion

MISMIP3d AMR R5 distance of 5 km to the GL

MISMIP3d AMR R10 distance of 10 km to the GL

MISMIP3d AMR R15 distance of 15 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R5 distance of 5 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R15 distance of 15 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R30 distance of 30 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR ZZ ZZ error estimator for τ

GL = grounding line. τ = deviatoric stress tensor. The distance to the GL

refers to the region with the highest level of refinement. For example, AMR

R5 means that 5 km on both sides of the GL (upstream and downstream) are

refined with the highest level.
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Table 2. Levels of refinement tested in the experiments.

Experiment Level Label Resolution

MISMIP3d 0 (CM) L0 5 km

MISMIP3d 1 L1 2.5 km

MISMIP3d 2 L2 1.25 km

MISMIP3d 3 L3 625 m

MISMIP+ 0 (CM) L0 4 km

MISMIP+ 1 L1 2 km

MISMIP+ 2 L2 1 km

MISMIP+ 3 L3 500 m

MISMIP+ 4 L4 250 m

CM = coarse mesh, common for Bamg and NeoPZ.
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Figure 4. The bedrock topography for the MISMIP+ experiment (Asay-Davis et al., 2016).
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Figure 5. Grounding line (GL) positions and ice volume above floatation (VAF) at steady state obtained from the coarse mesh and from

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) using the refinement criterion based on the element distance to the GL, Rgl. Three element distances are

used and compared: Rgl = 5, = 10 and = 15 km. The meshes generated with these distances are labeled as AMR R5, AMR R10 and AMR

R15, respectively (see Tables 1 and 2). Results from uniformly refined meshes (labeled as uniform) are also shown. The simulations are

carried out through the mesh generators Bamg (left) and NeoPZ (right) using 3 sub-element parameterizations: NSEP, SEP1 and SEP2.
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Figure 6. Examples of adaptive meshes for the MISMIP+ experiment using different refinement criteria and mesh generators (see Tables 1

and 2). Red line: grounding line position at steady state obtained with the coarse mesh. Black dots: grounding line position at steady state

obtained with each adaptive mesh. Blue line: grounding line position at steady state obtained with the most refined mesh (L4, uniform).

The thresholds used in the ZZ crterion are described in the legend of Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Grounding line (GL) positions and ice volume above floatation (VAF) at steady state obtained from the coarse mesh and from

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) for 4 refinement criteria: R5, R15, R30 and ZZ (see Tables 1 and 2). Results from uniformly refined meshes

(uniform) are also shown. The simulations are carried out through the mesh generators Bamg (left) and NeoPZ (right) using sub-element

parameterization type 1 (SEP1). The thresholds for element/group used in the ZZ criterion are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.08εmaxτ (for

both Bamg and NeoPZ) and εmaxτ,g = 0.04εmaxτ for NeoPZ and εmaxτ,g = 0.008εmaxτ for Bamg, where εmaxτ is the maximum error value

observed in the coarse mesh.
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of the ZZ error estimator in the coarse and refined meshes (uniform and AMR) adaptive meshes (AMR)

used in the MISMIP+ experiments. The ZZ error values are normalized between 0 and 1 using the maximum error value observed in the

coarse mesh. Black lines are the grounding line positions at steady state obtained with the respective meshes. The refined meshes (uniform

and AMR) and adaptive meshes shown here are generated by NeoPZ considering level of refinement equal to 2 (L2, see Table 2), and the

criteria used (R5 and ZZ) are summarized in Table 1. The thresholds used in the AMR ZZ are described in the legend of Figure 7.
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Table 3. AMR time performance comparison for the experiment Ice1r, MISMIP+.

Level CPU time (s) Nb elem. GL pos. (km)

L0 uniform 40 6,780 396.5

L1 uniform 188 27,706 407.0

L2 uniform 857 107,722 411.9

L3 uniform 1,705 473,446 416.0

L4 uniform 9,035 1,780,012 419.0

L3 AMR R5 498 33,794 405.2

L3 AMR R30 1,376 110,332 413.7

L3 AMR ZZ 369 21,088 415.7

L3 AMR R5+ZZ 807 56,267 413.7

Level = level of refinement. Nb elem. = number of elements. GL pos. = grounding line

position at the end of the experiment Ice1r, MISMIP+. AMR R5+ZZ = combination of

the criteria ZZ error estimator (deviatoric stress tensor) and element distance to the

GL (Rgl = 5 km, R5). Mesher used: Bamg. The thresholds for element/group used

in the ZZ criterion are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.16εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.016εmaxτ

for AMR ZZ, and εmaxτ,e = 0.48εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.08εmaxτ for AMR R5+ZZ,

where εmaxτ is the maximum error value observed in the coarse mesh.
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Figure 9. Number of elements and CPU time for AMR meshes using the ZZ error estimator (AMR ZZ). The number of elements and

CPU time are normalized by the respective values of the uniformly refined meshes. The normalized CPU time curve represents the

AMR savings, while the difference between the two curves represents the adaptive mesh procedure cost. Mesher used: Bamg. The

thresholds for element/group used in the AMR ZZ are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.64εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.32εmaxτ for L1, εmaxτ,e = 0.24εmaxτ

and εmaxτ,g = 0.08εmaxτ for L2, εmaxτ,e = 0.16εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.016εmaxτ for L3, εmaxτ,e = 0.048εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.0064εmaxτ for L4,

where εmaxτ is the maximum error value observed in the coarse mesh.
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Table 4. AMR criteria comparison for the experiment MISMIP+.

Level Criteria GL pos. (km) Nb elem.

L0 (coarse mesh) 435.6 6,780

L1 AMR ZZ 446.8 15,864

L1 AMR R5+ZZ 446.7 15,976

L1 Uniform 447.0 27,120

L2 AMR ZZ 452.6 20,891

L2 AMR R5+ZZ 452.2 22,692

L2 Uniform 451.9 108,480

L3 AMR ZZ 455.3 21,936

L3 AMR R5+ZZ 455.6 42,617

L3 Uniform 456.3 433,920

L4 AMR ZZ 455.8 24,428

L4 AMR R5+ZZ 455.4 192,149

L4 Uniform 459.0 1,735,680

Level = level of refinement. GL pos. = grounding line position at the end

of the experiment. Nb elem. = number of elements. AMR R5+ZZ =

combination of the criteria ZZ error estimator (deviatoric stress tensor)

and element distance to the GL (Rgl = 5 km, R5). Mesher used:

NeoPZ. The thresholds used in the ZZ crterion are described in the

legend of Figure 7.
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Abstract. Accurate projections of the evolution of ice sheets in a changing climate require a fine mesh/grid resolution
::
in

:::
ice

::::
sheet

::::::
models

:
to correctly capture fundamental physical processes, such as the evolution of the grounding line, the region where

grounded ice starts to float. The evolution of the grounding line indeed plays a major role in ice sheet dynamics, as it is a

fundamental control on marine ice sheet stability. Numerical modeling of a grounding line requires significant computational

resources since the accuracy of its position depends on grid or mesh resolution. A technique that improves accuracy with5

reduced computational cost is the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) approach. We present here the implementation of the

AMR technique in the finite element Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM) to simulate grounding line dynamics under two different

benchmarks, MISMIP3d and MISMIP+. We test different refinement criteria: (a) distance around the grounding line, (b) a

posteriori error estimator, the Zienkiewicz-Zhu (ZZ) error estimator, and (c) different combinations of (a) and (b). We find

that for the MISMIP3d setup, refining 5 km around the grounding line, both on grounded and floating ice, is sufficient to10

produce AMR results similar to the ones obtained with uniformly refined meshes. However, for the MISMIP+ setup, we note

that there is a minimum distance of 30 km around the grounding line required to produce accurate results. We find this AMR

mesh-dependency is linked to the complex bedrock topography of MISMIP+. In both benchmarks, the ZZ error estimator

presents high values around the grounding line. Particularly for the MISMIP+ setup, the estimator also presents high values in

the grounded part of the ice sheet, following the complex shape of the bedrock geometry. This
:::
The

::
ZZ

:
estimator helps guide the15

refinement procedure such that AMR performance is improved. Our results show that computational time with AMR depends

on the required accuracy, but in all cases, it is significantly shorter than for uniformly refined meshes. We conclude that AMR

without an associated error estimator should be avoided, especially for real glaciers that have a complex bed geometry.

1 Introduction

The uncertainty in projections of ice sheet contribution to sea level rise in the next century remains large, primarily due to the20

potential collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, WAIS (Church et al., 2013; Jevrejeva et al., 2014; Ritz et al., 2015; DeConto

1



and Pollard, 2016). Projections of the collapse of WAIS are based on the Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI) hypothesis

(Weertman, 1974; Mercer, 1978; Thomas, 1979). This hypothesis refers to ice sheets grounded below sea level on retrograde

bedrock slopes (as seen in Figure 1), as is the case for many glaciers in WAIS (Fretwell et al., 2013). MISI states that the

grounding line (GL), the region where the ice sheet starts to float (see Figure 1), cannot remain stable on such bedrock slopes

(Schoof, 2007b; Katz and Worster, 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012). Accordingly, the GL retreat on retrograde bedrock slopes5

causes increased ice discharge, which in turn leads to further GL retreat, resulting in a non-linear positive feedback. This self-

sustaining GL retreat persists until a prograde bedrock slope is reached. Therefore, a change in climate or ocean can potentially

force a large-scale fast migration of the GL inland (Schoof, 2007a; Favier et al., 2014; Seroussi et al., 2014b). Recently, the

region of WAIS has experienced an increase in the intrusion of ocean warm deep water (Jacobs et al., 2011; Dutrieux et al.,

2014) that likely increased the ocean induced melt under the ice shelves, reduced the buttressing they provide to the inland ice,10

and triggered the retreat of the GL
::::::::
grounding

:::::
lines

::::::
around

:::::
WAIS

:
observed over the last decades (Rignot et al., 2014; Christie

et al., 2016; Kimura et al., 2016; Seroussi et al., 2017).

Modeling this positive feedback requires the coupling of different physical processes (ice sheet and ice shelf evolutions, GL

migration, basal friction, etc.), and the accuracy of the results
:::::
result is highly dependent on the GL parameterization and the

spatial discretization of the domain. Vieli and Payne (2005) compared the results of different ice sheet numerical models in15

terms of GL migration, and found that the numerical results have a strong dependency on horizontal grid size. Analyzing the

stability and dynamics of the GL on reverse bed slopes, Schoof (2007b) pointed out that sufficiently high grid resolution in the

GL zone is a critical element to obtain reliable numerical results. Two ice sheet model intercomparison projects
:::::::
(MISMIP

::::
and

::::::::::
MISMIP3d) later confirmed the GL dynamics dependency on spatial resolutions (Pattyn et al., 2012, 2013).

Several marine ice sheet models have employed different numerical schemes to overcome this mesh resolution requirement20

at the GL with reduced computational cost: by imposing a flux condition at the GL position (Pollard and DeConto, 2009, 2012;

Pattyn, 2017), by treating the GL and basal friction with sub-grid or sub-element schemes (Feldmann et al., 2014; Leguy et al.,

2014; Seroussi et al., 2014a) or by applying high spatial resolution only in the GL region with adaptive grid refinement (Durand

et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2009; Gladstone et al., 2010; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013).

The grid or mesh adaptation technique allows resources to be applied only where they are required, which is very useful in25

transient simulations that include some discontinuity in the time-dependent solution (Devloo et al., 1987; Berger and Colella,

1989), as is the case for GL dynamics
::
as

:::::::
defined

::
in

:::::::::::::
Schoof (2007b) (the basal friction is only applied to grounded ice). This

technique can be performed with two different methods: r-adaptivity and h-adaptivity methods (Oden et al., 1986). The r-

adaptivity, also known as moving mesh method, moves progressively a fixed number of vertices in a given direction or region

(Anderson et al., 1984, p. 533), while the h-adaptivity method, named in this work as adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), splits30

edges and/or elements, inserting new vertices into the mesh where high resolution is required (Devloo et al., 1987; Berger and

Colella, 1989). The performance of each of these methods depends on the problem for which they are applied. Vieli and Payne

(2005) showed that models applying moving grid to track the GL movement perform better than fixed grid models. Since the

position of the GL is explicitly defined in moving grids, Vieli and Payne (2005) noticed for this method a weak grid resolution

dependency in comparison to fixed grid method, for which the GL position falls between grid points. Goldberg et al. (2009)35
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obtained accurate solutions with fewer resources solving the time-dependent Shelfy-Stream equations with the two different

mesh adaptation techniques mentioned above, moving mesh and AMR. Using a one-dimensional Shelfy-Stream model based

on finite difference scheme, Gladstone et al. (2010) demonstrated that AMR and sub-grid parameterization for GL position

could produce robust predictions of GL migration. Pattyn et al. (2012) found that moving grid methods tend to be the most

accurate and AMR can further improve accuracy compared to models based on fixed grid. Cornford et al. (2013) implemented5

a block-structured AMR in BISICLES, a 21/2D ice sheet model based on the finite volume method. They demonstrated that

simulations with AMR are computationally cheaper and more efficient, even as the grounding line moves over significant

distances. Jouvet and Gräser (2013) combined the Shallow Ice Approximation and the Shallow Shelf Approximation in an

AMR numerical scheme involving a truncated Newton multigrid and finite volume method. Through MISMIP3d experiments

(Pattyn et al., 2013), they highlighted the relevance and efficiency of AMR in terms of computational cost when high resolution10

(∼100 m) is necessary to reproduce GL reversibility. Recently, Gillet-Chaulet et al. (2017) implemented an anisotropic mesh

adaptation in the finite element ice flow model Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini et al., 2013). Based on the MISMIP+ experiment (Asay-

Davis et al., 2016), they showed that combining various variables (ice thickness, basal drag, velocity, etc.) in an estimator

allowed to reduce the number of mesh vertices by more than one order of magnitude compared to uniformly refined meshes,

for the same level of numerical accuracy.15

Here, we implement the AMR technique for unstructured meshes in the parallel finite element Ice Sheet System Model

(ISSM v4.14, Larour et al., 2012). The AMR capability in ISSM relies on two different and independent mesh generators

::::
(one

::
or

:::
the

:::::
other

::::
mesh

:::::::::
generator

::
is

::::
used

::::::::
according

::
to
::::

the
:::::
user’s

::::::
choice): Bamg, a bidimensional anisotropic mesh generator

developed by Hecht (2006), and NeoPZ, a finite element library developed by Devloo (1997). ISSM’s architecture is based

on the Message Passing Interface (MPI), where models are run in a distributed memory scheme. Our AMR implementation20

minimizes MPI communications, avoiding overheads and latencies. Since refinement criteria are crucial to AMR performance

(Devloo et al., 1987), we implement different criteria based on: (a) the distance to the grounding line, (b) the ZZ error estimator

(Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987), and (c) different combinations of (a) and (b). To analyze the performance of AMR, we run two

benchmark experiments: MISMIP3d (Pattyn et al., 2013) and MISMIP+ (Asay-Davis et al., 2016). We compare AMR results

from both Bamg and NeoPZ with uniformly refined meshes in terms of GL position and computational time.25

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize the main features of ISSM’s architecture, and the strategies

used to implement an efficient AMR technique for transient simulations. In Section 3, we describe both MIMISP3d and

MISMIP+ experiments used to analyze the AMR performance, and in Section 4 we present the results in terms of GL position

and processing time. We finish this paper with a discussion of the results and conclusions in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2 AMR implementation30

2.1 ISSM architecture

Our AMR implementation is strongly based on the architecture of ISSM. We describe here the main ISSM features necessary

to understand the AMR strategy. We refer to Larour et al. (2012) for a more detailed description of ISSM.
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Several stress balance approximations are implemented in ISSM, including higher-order models (e.g., Blatter-Pattyn, Pat-

tyn, 2003, full-Stokes). The current AMR capability is supported for the 2-D vertically integrated Shallow-Shelf or Shelfy-

Stream Approximation (SSA, Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989). The SSA is employed for both grounded and floating ice, so

membrane stress terms (which are required to correctly model the GL dynamics, Schoof, 2007b) are included but all verti-

cal shearing is neglected (Seroussi et al., 2014a). Here, the mesh used for the SSA equations is unstructured and relies on a5

Delaunay triangulation.

ISSM is designed to run in parallel in a distributed memory fashion by Message Passing Interface (MPI). When a model

is launched, the entire mesh is spatially partitioned over processing units or cores (CPU’s), and data structures related to

finite element method are built in each partition. All physical entities that vary in space (ice viscosity, ice thickness, surface,

velocities, etc.) are kept within the elements.10

MPI communications between the partitions (CPU’s) are performed to assemble the global stiffness matrix and load vector,

as well as during the solution update in the elements once the system of equations is solved. The advantage of MPI is its ability

to handle larger models (i.e. for continental scale simulations) in several
::::
many

:
cores and nodes on a cluster. Its disadvantage is

the cost in the communications between the partitions.

2.2 Bamg and NeoPZ15

The AMR technique in ISSM is implemented for unstructured meshes and triangular elements. Here are some short descriptions

of the meshers
::::
mesh

:::::::::
generators

:
Bamg and NeoPZ.

Bamg (Hecht, 2006) is a bidimensional mesh generator based on Delaunay-like method (Hecht, 2005). This mesh generator

is embedded in ISSM for static anisotropic mesh adaptation (Morlighem et al., 2010). Here, we extend Bamg capabilities for

dynamic adaptation (AMR). The refinement in Bamg is carried out by specifying the desired resolution on the vertices. To20

reach the desired resolution, Bamg’s algorithm splits triangle edges and inserts new vertices in the mesh (Hecht, 2006). The

algorithm keeps new vertices and connectivities unchanged as much as possible compared to the previous mesh (Hecht, 2005).

This procedure reduces the numerical errors introduced by the AMR when the solutions are interpolated into the new mesh

(see Section 2.3). Regions of different resolutions are linked by a
:::::
mesh transition zone, where the element sizes are changed

gradually. The spatial extent of this
::::
mesh transition zone is also specified

::
by

:::
the

::::
user in the Bamg’s algorithm. An example of25

adaptive mesh using Bamg is shown in Figure 3.

NeoPZ (Devloo, 1997) is a finite element library dedicated to highly adaptive techniques (Calle et al., 2015). In NeoPZ’s

data structure, each element is refined into 4 topologically similar elements, whose resolutions are half of the refined element.

To avoid hanging vertices (Calle et al., 2015), some elements are divided in specific ways such that any two elements in the

mesh may have a vertex or an entire edge in common, or no vertices in common (Szabó and Babuška, 1991, p. 81). In this30

sense, all meshes refined by NeoPZ are nested, i.e., vertices and connectivities from the coarse mesh are kept fixed during

all simulation time. This characteristic does not introduce any numerical error induced by the AMR during the interpolation

process (see Section 2.3). The AMR with NeoPZ is given by specifying the level of refinement, i.e., how often elements
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are refined. Therefore, the
::::
mesh

:
transition zone, which links regions of different resolutions, is generated stepwise through

resolutions dictated by levels of refinement. Figure 3 shows an example of
::
an adaptive mesh using NeoPZ.

Here, we describe the algorithm to couple ISSM to Bamg and NeoPZ as well as the refinement criteria usage (Sections 2.3

and 2.4).

2.3 Parallel strategy5

The solution sequence for transient
:::::
ISSM

:
simulations with AMR is summarized in Figure 2. Details of AMR processes are

itemized in Algorithm 1. In Figure 2, the AMR is the last step to be executed for a given time step. This is an explicit approach,

where a new adapted mesh is built for a given solution. In Algorithm 1, all processes involved to perform the AMR in ISSM

are executed in the step ’e’, the remeshing core. Step ’e.1’ executes the mesh adaptation (refinement or coarsening of elements)

and the other steps (’e.2’ to ’e.5’) prepare the adapted mesh, data structures and solutions for the next simulation time step.10

Bamg and NeoPZ perform the AMR (step ’e.1’, Algorithm 1) in serial, considering the entire mesh. In our implementation,

only one partition (which CPU rank is #0) keeps the Bamg or NeoPZ entire mesh, and is responsible to execute the AMR

process.

Our AMR implementation keeps the number of partitions constant during all simulation time. The number and distribution

of elements into the partitions varies every time AMR is called, since the mesh partitioning process (step ’e.2’, Algorithm 1)15

generates partitions with similar number of elements. This process avoids memory imbalance among the CPU’s and overheads

during the solver phase (Larour et al., 2012).

Each time remeshing is performed, the solutions and all data fields are interpolated from the old mesh onto the new mesh.

This step is executed in parallel, where each CPU interpolates the solutions just on its own partition (step ’e.4’, Algorithm 1).

The construction of new data structures and the adjustment of solutions (steps ’e.3’ and ’e.5’, respectively, Algorithm 1) are20

also executed in parallel, as is the computation of the refinement criteria (see Section 2.4).

All MPI communications in the remesh core (step ’e’, Algorithm 1) are minimized to avoid overheads when large models

are run. In order to minimize MPI calls, we perform a single communication of a large array that includes all data structures.

In the interpolation process, for example, all relevant fields are collected by CPU #0 in one single vector structure in such a

way that only one MPI broadcast is called. This approach is based on the fact that, in general, it is more efficient to perform25

few large MPI messages instead of carrying out many smaller ones (Reinders and Jeffers, 2015, p. 327).

2.4 Refinement criteria

The grounding line dynamics is
::::::::
Grounding

::::
line

::::::::
dynamics

:::
are implemented in ISSM through an implicit level set function, φgl,

based on a hydrostatic floatation criterion (Seroussi et al., 2014a):

φgl =H −Hf , (1)30

where H is the ice thickness and Hf =−b(ρw/ρi) is the floating
::::::
flotation

:
height, with ρi the ice density, ρw the ocean density

and b the bedrock elevation (negative if below sea level). Figure 1 illustrates the GL position in a vertical cross-section of a
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marine ice sheet. The position of the GL is defined as:
φgl < 0 : ice is floating

φgl > 0 : ice is grounded

φgl = 0 : grounding line position

. (2)

The performance of AMR depends on the refinement criterion (Devloo et al., 1987). We implement the three following

criteria:

(a) Element distance to the GL, Rgl;5

(b) ZZ error estimator for deviatoric stress tensor, τ , and ice thickness, H;

(c) Different combinations of (a) and (b).

The criterion (a) is based on a heuristic approach commonly applied (Goldberg et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2012;

Cornford et al., 2013). The second criterion, (b), is based on the fact that high changes in the gradients in the velocity field

(therefore, in the deviatoric stress tensor, τ ) and ice thickness, H , are expected to be present near the grounding line. Criterion10

(c) extends and merges the features of the other two previous criteria. We define the AMR criterion used based on binary flags

θ (= 0 or 1) such that:
θgl = 1 : use element distance to the GL

θτ = 1 : use ZZ error estimator for τ

θH = 1 : use ZZ error estimator for H

. (3)

We propose Algorithm 2, inspired by Devloo et al. (1987), to execute the refinement and coarsening processes under different

criteria (AMR core, step ’e.2’ in Algorithm 1). The first 3 steps in Algorithm 2 compute the criterion according to the binary15

flags, θ, defined above. These steps are performed in parallel. Step ’4’ verifies, for each element in the mesh, if it should be

refined: its distance to the GL and its ZZ errors are compared with prescribed limits (thresholds). The element is refined if at

least one of the thresholds is exceeded, so long as its level of refinement is less than the maximum level chosen. This logical

operation is performed by the operator "or" in the statement "if" in step ’4’. Once an element is refined, it is identified as a

group. Step ’5’ verifies for each group if it should be coarsened. To be coarsened, a group should meet all thresholds; the logical20

operator used in this case is "and" (statement "if" in step ’5’). Algorithm 2 has two sets of thresholds (shown with max), for

elements and for groups of elements. For the algorithm to work properly, these sets of thresholds should be different, following

Devloo et al. (1987).

2.5 ZZ error estimator

The generic form of the ZZ (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987) error estimator ε(e) for a given element e is:25

ε(e) =

∫
Ωe

(∇u∗−∇u)
2
dΩe

1/2

, (4)
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where Ωe is the domain of the element e, ∇u is the gradient of the finite element solution u and ∇u∗ is the smoothed

reconstructed gradient, calculated on the element e as:

∇u∗ =

s∑
i=1

ψi∇u∗i , (5)

and

∇u∗i =
1

Wi

k∑
j=1

wj∇uj , (6)5

where ψi is the ith P1 Lagrange shape function on element e, s is the number of shape functions of the element e (here, s= 3),

j is the jth element connected to the vertex i, k is the number of elements connected to vertex i, wj is the weight relative to

the element j and Wi is the sum of all weights for the vertex i. Here, the weights w are defined as the geometric area of the

triangular elements. We implement the ZZ error estimator for the deviatoric stress tensor (τ ), written in a vectorized form, i.e.,

for SSA we have ∇u→ τ = (τxx, τyy, τxy)
ᵀ. We also extend the estimator for the ice thickness (u=H). The ZZ estimator10

was conceived by Zienkiewicz and Zhu (1987) for linear elasticity, which involves elliptic equations. Applying the ZZ error

estimator to the deviatoric stress tensor is therefore a natural extension, since the SSA equations are also elliptic. The ZZ

estimator for the ice thickness highlights the regions of sharp bedrock gradient, and could be used to improve the resolution of

the bedrock geometry (e.g., see Figure 8). See Section 2.4 and Algorithm 2 for
::
an

::::::::::
explanation

::
of

:
how these error estimates are

combined.15

3 Numerical experiments

We run 2 different benchmark experiments to evaluate the adaptive mesh refinement capabilities based on the MISMIP3D

(Pattyn et al., 2013) and MISMIP+ (Asay-Davis et al., 2016) experiments. The following subsections describe briefly each

setup. More details can be found in the respective references. All experiments are performed using the vertically integrated

Shelfy-Stream Approximation equations (SSA, Morland, 1987; MacAyeal, 1989).20

3.1 MISMIP3d setup

The MISMIP3d domain setup is rectangular, and extends from 0 to 800 km in the x direction and from 0 to 50 km in the y

direction. The bed elevation (b) varies only in the x direction, as follows:

b(x,y) =−100−x. (7)

Boundary conditions are applied as follows: a symmetric condition at x= 0 so that ice velocity is equal to zero, a symmetric25

condition at y = 0 (which represents the centerline of the ice stream), and free slip condition at y = 50 km so that the flux

through these surfaces is zero. Water pressure is applied at the ice front at x= 800 km.
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The ice viscosity, µ, is considered to be isotropic and to follow the Glen’s flow law (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010):

µ=
B

2ε̇e
n−1
n

, (8)

where B (=A1/n, being A the Glen’s flow law factor) is the ice viscosity parameter, ε̇e is the effective strain rate and n= 3is

the
:
,
:
a
:::::::::
commonly

:::::
used

:::::
value

:::
for

:::
the

::::::::
exponent

::
in

:
Glen’s exponent

:::
flow

::::
law. The ice viscosity parameter, B, is uniform and

constant over the domain and the time, and its value is equal to 2.15 × 108 Pas−1/3. A non-linear friction (Weertman) law is5

applied on grounded ice:

τ b = C |ub|m−1
ub, (9)

where τ b is the basal shear stress, ub is the basal sliding velocity, C is the friction coefficient, and m= 1/3 is the sliding law

exponent. The basal friction coefficient, C, is also spatially uniform for all grounded ice, and equal to 107 Pam−1/3s1/3.

The experiments are run starting from an initial configuration with a thin layer (100 m) of ice and run
::::
with

:
a
::::::::

constant10

:::::::::::
accumulation

:::
rate

:::
of

:::
0.5

::::::
myr−1

:::::::
applied

::::
over

:::
the

::::::
whole

:::::::
domain.

::::
The

:::::::::::
experiments

:::
run

:::::::
forward

::
in

:::::
time until a steady state

condition is reached, which occurs after 30,000 years. We compare the GL positions from different meshes at t=30,000 yr.

We investigate the sensitivity of the AMR for which the refinement method is based on the element distance to the GL, Rgl

(criterion (a), Section 2.4). For comparison analysis, three different distances are used for the highest refinement level:Rgl = 5,

10 and 15 km. These different meshes are labeled as R5, R10 and R15, respectively. The distance Rgl refers to the region with15

the highest level of refinement. For example, R5 means that 5 km on both sides of the GL (upstream and downstream) are

refined with the highest level. Table 1 summarizes the criteria used for all experiments. The coarse mesh, that has a resolution

of 5 km, is used as an initial mesh1 for all simulations and mesh generators (Bamg and NeoPZ). To analyze the convergence,

we refine the coarse mesh 1×, 2× and 3×. These 3 levels of refinement are applied to both uniform and adaptive meshes, and

correspond to elements with 2.5, 1.25 and 0.63 km resolution, respectively. Table 2 presents the correspondence between level20

and resolution at the GL used in the experiments.

We also investigate the sensitivity of the AMR to GL parameterization into the elements (Seroussi et al., 2014a). Three

sub-element parameterizations are tested: no sub-element parameterization (NSEP), sub-element parameterization 1 (SEP1)

and sub-element parameterization 2 (SEP2). In the NSEP method, each element of the mesh is either grounded or floating and

the grounding line position is defined as the last grounded point. In SEP1 and SEP2 methods, the grounding line position is25

located anywhere within an element and defined by the implicit level set function, φgl, which is based on the floating condition

(see Section 2.4). The difference between SEP1 and SEP2 is how each one of these methods computes the basal friction

to match the amount of grounded ice in the element. In the SEP1 approach, the basal friction coefficient (C) is reduced as

Cg = CAg/A, where Cg is the new basal friction coefficient for the element partially grounded, Ag is the area of grounded ice

of this element and A is the total area of the element. In the SPE2
::::
SEP2

:
technique, the basal friction is integrated (in the sense30

of the finite element method) only on the part where the element is grounded. This is done by changing the integration area

1
:::
Here,

:::::
setting

:::
the

::::
coarse

::::
mesh

::
as

:::
the

::::
initial

::::
mesh

:::
does

:::
not

:::::
produce

:::::::
numerical

::::::
artifacts

::::::
because

::
the

::::::::
experiments

:::
are

::
run

::::
until

:
a
:::::
steady

:::
state

::
is

::::::
reached.

::::::
However,

::
for

:::::
general

::::::::
simulations

::::
(e.g.,

::
the

:::::::
experiment

::::
Ice1r,

:::::
Section

::::
4.2),

::
the

::::
initial

:::::::
conditions

:::::
should

:
be
::::::::::
self-consistent

:::
with

::
the

::::
AMR

:::::
mesh.

::
See

:::::::
Algorithm

::
1.
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from the original element to the grounded part of the element. We refer to Seroussi et al. (2014a) for a complete description of

these sub-element parameterizations.

3.2 MISMIP+ setup

The MISMIP+ domain is also rectangular, whose dimensions are: 0≤ x≤ 640 km and 0≤ y ≤ 80 km. The bed elevation is

defined as follows:5

b(x,y) = max(bx(x) + by(y), bdeep) , (10)

with:

bx(x) = b0 + b2

(x
x̄

)2

+ b4

(x
x̄

)4

+ b6

(x
x̄

)6

, (11)

and

by(y) =
d

1 + exp[−2(y−Ly/2−wc)/fc]
+

d

1 + exp[2(y−Ly/2 +wc)/fc]
, (12)10

where bdeep =−720 m, b0 =−150.0 m, b2 =−728.8 m, b4 = 343.91 m, b6 =−50.57 m, x̄= 300 km, d= 500 m, Ly = 80

km, wc = 24 km, fc = 4 km. Figure 4 shows the bed elevation calculated with Eqs. (10), (11) and (12).

The ice is isothermal and the ice viscosity parameter, B, is equal to 1.1642 × 108 Pas−1/3 (uniform and constant over the

domain and the time). The boundary conditions are similar to MISMIP3d. The friction model used here is a power law, Eq. (9),

with a coefficient, C, equal to 3.160× 106 Pam−1/3s1/3 (spatially uniform for all grounded ice) and sliding law exponent, m,15

equal to 1/3.

We run the experiments starting from an initial configuration with a 100 m thick layer of ice, and run the simulations until

a steady state condition is reach
:::::::
reached (after 20,000 years).

::
A

:::::::
constant

:::::::::::
accumulation

::::
rate

::
of

:::
0.3

::::::
myr−1

::
is
:::::::
applied

::::
over

:::
the

:::::
entire

:::::::
domain. The GL positions are compared at t=20,000 yr.

To investigate further the sensitivity of the GL position to the refinement distance, Rgl, we choose distances with the highest20

refinement level equal to Rgl = 5, 15 and 30 km, with meshes labeled as R5, R15 and R30, respectively (see Table 1). As for

the MISMIP3d simulations, these distances refer to the region around the GL with the highest level of refinement. The same

coarse mesh2 with a resolution of 4 km is used for Bamg and NeoPZ, and it is refined up to four times for both adaptive and

uniform refinement approaches. The respective resolutions for the four refinement levels are 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 km. Table 2

summarizes the levels and the respective resolutions at the GL. All the MISMIP+ simulations are performed with sub-element25

parameterization type I, SEP1 (Seroussi et al., 2014a).

It is important to emphasize that the MISMIP+ bed elevation (Figure 4) is calculated directly in the code every time AMR is

called (step ’e.5’, Algorithm 1). This procedure avoids excessive smoothing of the complex bedrock topography in the refined

region.

2
::
See

::::::
footnote

::
1.
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4 Results

For a given problem, the results from an AMR mesh should be as close as possible (within an acceptable tolerance) to those

obtained with an uniformly refined mesh, for the same level of refinement (element resolution) in both meshes. This comparison

is an indicator of the AMR performance to that given problem. Since Bamg and NeoPZ adapt the mesh in different ways, it

is important to analyze how their differences impact the numerical solutions. Therefore, we first compare the results from the5

adaptive and uniform meshes using both Bamg and NeoPZ for the MISMIP3d and MISMIP+ experiments, and then we assess

the time performance of the AMR in comparison with
::
the

:
uniformly refined mesh.

4.1 GL position comparison

4.1.1 MISMIP3d setup

Figure 5 presents the GL positions and the ice volume above floatation (VAF3) for different AMR meshes and sub-element10

parameterizations as a function of element resolutions. The refinement criterion used is the element distance to the GL, Rgl

(see Table 1 and Section 2.4). GL positions and VAF obtained with uniformly refined meshes are also shown in Figure 5. For

NSEP, GL position varies between 200 km and 520 km for meshes L0 (coarse mesh) and L3 (level of refinement equal to 3),

respectively. For these same meshes, GL position varies between 620 km and 600 km for SEP1, and 550 km and 600 km for

SEP2.15

We note that AMR meshes with NeoPZ produce GL positions that are very similar to the ones produced with uniformly

refined mesh. This holds for all sub-element parameterizations. AMR with Bamg is more sensitive to NSEP, for which GL

positions depend on the element distance to the GL (Rgl) used, especially for the lower refinement level (level equal to 1).

Despite this, GL positions from AMR with Bamg are in agreement with uniformly refined meshes for SEP1 and SEP2. Similar

behaviour is observed in the VAF amounts.20

4.1.2 MISMIP+ setup

The MISMIP+ bed topography (see Section 3.2 and Figure 4) is designed to introduce a strong buttressing on the ice stream

from the confined ice shelf. It is therefore expected that the results are more sensitive to the mesh refinement compared to

simpler bedrock descriptions (e.g., MISMIP3d), since refining the mesh also improves the resolution of the bedrock geometry

(see Section 3.2).25

Figure 6 presents the coarse mesh and 3 examples of adaptive meshes obtained with Bamg and NeoPZ and different criteria:

element distance to the GL, Rgl (= 5 km, R5) and error estimator ZZ (see Table 1). The figure also shows the GL positions

obtained with these meshes and with the most refined uniform mesh (250 m resolution). Figure 6 provides an example of a

case for which the GL position remains resolution-dependent and refinement criterion-dependent. We can note that, using the

same criterion based on the element distance the to GL (meshes R5), Bamg and NeoPZ produce different meshes, as expected.30

3The ice volume above floatation is the ice volume that contributes to sea level (Bindschadler et al., 2013).
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For Bamg, the
::::
mesh

:
transition zone between the lowest and highest resolution is smoother than NeoPZ’s mesh, since the

resolutions in NeoPZ are obtained stepwise by nested elements. In Figure 6, at the center of the domain (y=40 km), the GL

position varies
:::::
differs

:
by 12 and 13 km between the most refined uniform mesh and the adaptive meshes generated by Bamg

and NeoPZ, respectively. Between the coarse mesh and the adaptive meshes, the GL position varies
:::::
differs

:
by about 10 km (for

both Bamg and NeoPZ). When the ZZ criterion is used, the GL positions differ by 6 km (17 km) in comparison with the one5

obtained from the most refined uniform mesh (coarse mesh).

Figure 7 presents a set of results for the grounding line position and the ice volume above floatation as a function of mesh

resolution. AMR mesh-dependency is clear in Figure 7. For AMR with NeoPZ, GL positions obtained with AMR R5 are below

::::
differ

:::::
from the ones produced by AMR R15 and AMR R30. Marginally

:::::::
Virtually

:
AMR R15 and AMR R30 produce the same

GL positions. For AMR with Bamg, AMR R5 and AMR R15 do not improve the position of the GL as the resolution increases.10

We can note the differences of GL positions from AMR (with both Bamg and NeoPZ) and from uniformly refined meshes are

higher in comparison to the MISMIP3d experiment. The same AMR mesh-dependency is observed in the VAF values.

To investigate the possible causes of this AMR mesh-dependency, we perform the AMR using the ZZ error estimator cal-

culated for the deviatoric stress tensor, τ (Table 1). The GL positions obtained with AMR ZZ are presented in Figure 7. We

observe that GL positions with AMR ZZ are closer to the ones obtained with uniform meshes, for all mesh resolutions. To15

understand this AMR ZZ result, we plot the spatial distributions of the ZZ error estimator for the coarse and adaptive meshes

(using NeoPZ), as illustrated in Figure 8 (see also the movies in the supporting information). The ZZ error values are nor-

malized between 0 and 1. For the coarse mesh, we see in Figure 8 that the error estimators calculated for the deviatoric stress

tensor and the ice thickness present high values around the GL. In particular, for the ice thickness, the estimator also presents

high values in the grounded part of the marine ice sheet, following the high gradient in the side walls of the bed topography20

(see Figure 4). For AMR R5 meshes, there are high ZZ error values around the refined region. This is not observed when the

refinement criterion used is the ZZ estimator (AMR ZZ, see Table 1), as expected. Using the ZZ criterion induces an equal-

ization in the spatial distribution of the estimated errors, improving the solutions (e.g., GL position, see Figure 7). In terms

of performance
::::::::
efficiency, AMR ZZ generates fewer elements than AMR R30. At the end of the experiment and for a level of

refinement equal to 4 (resolution equal to 250 m), using NeoPZ, AMR R30 mesh has 464,712 elements, while AMR ZZ mesh25

has 24,428 elements (i.e., only ∼5% of the number of elements in AMR R30).

4.2 AMR time performance

To analyze the AMR performance in terms of computational time, we run the experiment Ice1r of MISMIP+ (Asay-Davis

et al., 2016). The experiment starts from the steady state condition and runs forward in time for 100 years with a basal melt

rate applied. The time step is equal to 0.2 yr (computed to fulfil the CFL condition for the highest resolution mesh). The non-30

linear SSA equations are solved using the Picard scheme and the Multifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver, MUMPS

(Amestoy et al., 2001, 2006).

The purpose of the experiments described here is to assess the computational overhead when AMR is active. We initialize

all the models using the steady state solution obtained with the same AMR mesh (level of refinement and criteria) used to carry
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out the experiment Ice1r. This procedure emulates a common modeling practice (e.g., Cornford et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015):

the initial conditions are self-consistent with the AMR mesh, avoiding numerical artifacts during the transient simulation. All

the experiments are run in parallel (16 cores) in a 2x Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 2.40 GHz with 64 GB of RAM.

Table 3 presents GL positions obtained with different meshes at the end of experiment Ice1r, and the computational time

and number of elements required for each mesh, as well as the criterion used. The levels of refinement are labeled as ’L#’,5

e.g., L3 means level 3 (see Table 2). Considering the GL position obtained from the highest resolution mesh (L4 uniform)

as a reference result, we compare the computational cost using uniform and AMR meshes to obtain the same result within a

deviation of 1.5%. In Table 3, only L3 uniform, L3 AMR R30, L3 AMR ZZ and L3 AMR R5+ZZ meshes produce this required

accuracy. L3 uniform
::::
AMR

::::
R30

:
mesh has at least 4× more elements than the AMR R30

::::
25%

::
of

:::
the

:::::::
number

::
of

:::::::
elements

:::
of

::
the

:::
L3

:::::::
uniform

:
mesh, which represents a computational time 24%× higher in comparison with the adaptive approach

:::::::
virtually10

::::
80%

::
of

:::
the

::::::::::::
computational

:::::
time

:::::
using

:::
the

:::::::
uniform

:::::
mesh. In terms of refinement criteria, AMR ZZ generates one-fifth

::::
20%

of the number of elements in comparison to AMR R30, which means virtually at least a quarter
::::
25% of computational time.

Comparing AMR ZZ and L3 uniform, the computational time using the adaptive mesh is at least 4.5× less. The performances

::::::::
represents

::
at

::::
least

::::
25%

:::
of

:::
the

::::::::::::
computational

::::
time

:::::
using

:::
the

:::::::
uniform

:::::
mesh.

:::
The

:::::::::::
performance

:
of Bamg and NeoPZ are similar,

once
::
is

::::::
similar,

::::
and the ratio of computational time and number of elements is virtually equal for both packages (not shown15

here).

Figure 9 shows the element counts and the solution time for the AMR meshes normalized against the values for the equivalent

uniform meshes. In Figure 9, the solution time curve represents the relative savings due to AMR, while the gap between the two

curves (solution time minus element counts) illustrates the overhead due to the AMR procedure. We note the AMR overhead

decreases with the level of refinement and becomes reasonable for level 2 or higher.20

5 Discussion

In this work, we describe the implementation of an adaptive mesh refinement approach in the Ice Sheet System Model (v4.14)

as well as the performance of our implementation in terms of
:::::::
accuracy

::
of

:::
the

::::::::
simulated

:
grounding line position and simulation

time. We investigate the adaptive meshes performance using a heuristic criterion based on the distance to the GL (Durand

et al., 2009; Goldberg et al., 2009; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013), and we compare with an error estima-25

tor (ZZ, Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1987) based on the a posteriori analysis of the transient solutions (e.g., Goldberg et al., 2009;

Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Cornford et al., 2013).

We rely on two different mesh generators, Bamg (Hecht, 2006) and NeoPZ (Devloo, 1997) that have different properties. It

is therefore expected that their solutions are not identical. This explains the difference observed in the GL positions (and VAF)

compared to uniform meshes for the 3 sub-element parameterizations (e.g., the MISMIP3d setup, Figure 5).30

NeoPZ generates nested meshes, which reduces errors in the interpolation step, which
:::
and

:
is useful to assess AMR per-

formance in comparison to uniformly refined mesh. Bamg’s algorithm works differently: the fact that some vertices positions

change produces at least two side effects: (1) induced errors in the interpolation process; (2) positive or negative impact on
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the convergence of the solutions. The weight of the first side effect can be reduced using higher element distance to the GL

(Rgl), for which the highest resolution is applied, and increasing the length of the
::::
mesh

:
transition zone between fine and coarse

elements. Higher-order interpolative schemes can be also used, as pointed out by Goldberg et al. (2009), to avoid solution

diffusion. In ISSM, the interpolation scheme is carried out by P0 and P1 Lagrange polynomials, and we suspect these are

enough for our AMR procedure. The weight of the second side effect depends on the problem considered. We suspect that5

for GL dynamics this effect has overall a positive impact, once updating vertex positions is somewhat similar to the moving

mesh technique, although the GL is not explicitly defined in our approach as in other studies (e.g., Vieli and Payne, 2005).

This argument is based on the results shown here, for both MISMIP3d and MISMIP+ setups. Some mesh packages and finite

element libraries related to NeoPZ are: Deal II (Bangerth et al., 2007), Hermes (Šolín et al., 2008), libMesh (Kirk et al., 2006)

and HP90 (Demkowicz et al., 1998). Mesh generators related to Bamg are: MMG (Dapogny et al., 2014), Yams (Frey, 2001)10

and Gmsh (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009). So, we expect that the results shown here in this work would be reproduced with

these related packages.

The results from MISMIP3d suggest that independently of the sub-element parameterization and refinement level, refining

elements within a 5 km region with highest resolution around the GL is enough to generate solutions similar to the ones

produced by uniform meshes. This holds for Bamg and NeoPZ (Figure 5). Cornford et al. (2013) presented similar results for15

:::::::::
MISMIP3d

:::::
using SSA equations through BISICLES, an AMR finite volume-based ice sheet simulator. They

::::::
model.

:::::
Based

:::
on

::
the

::::::::::
MISMIP3d

::::::::::
experiment,

::::
they concluded that refining 4 cells on either sides of the GL was enough to achieve results similar

to uniform meshes for all levels of refinement.

For MISMIP+, a minimal distance of 30 km for the highest resolution around the GL is necessary to accurately capture the

GL position (Figure 7). Nevertheless, there is a residual between GL positions from AMR and uniform meshes. This AMR20

mesh-dependency can be explained by the bed topography of MISMIP+ (Figure 4): the high gradient in the side walls induces

numerical errors on the gradients of the velocity field (deviatoric stress tensor, near the GL) and ice thickness (on grounded

ice), as illustrated by the spatial distribution of the a posteriori error estimator used here (Figure 8). For the MISMIP3d setup,

the highest values of the error estimate concentrate only around the GL (not shown here), which explains why a few kilometers

of high resolution near the GL improves the GL positions.25

Figures 5 and 7 present a picture of the impact of mesh resolution in integrated quantities like VAF. The VAF curves follow

the GL position behaviour, presenting the same AMR mesh-dependency in the MISMIP+ setup. Therefore, the accuracy of

VAF depends on the accuracy of the GL dynamics. Since VAF changes represent potential sea level rise, we highlight that the

GL movement should be accurately tracked in ice sheet models.

Since numerical errors are not only concentrated near the GL for the MISMIP+ setup, an error estimator is likely more30

appropriate to understand the error structure of the problem, to guide the refinement and to reduce the error estimates along

the domain, improving AMR performance. This explains why a simple test with the AMR ZZ produces better convergence

with much less elements than AMR based on the heuristic criterion (element distance to the GL, Figure 7). Related works have

used proxies of error estimators: Goldberg et al. (2009) used the jumps in strain rate between adjacent cells; Gudmundsson

et al. (2012) used the second derivative of the ice thickness; Cornford et al. (2013) used the Laplacian of the velocity field35
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and Gillet-Chaulet et al. (2017) used the estimator proposed by Frey and Alauzet (2005), whose metric is based on a priori

interpolation error calculated by the field’s Hessian matrix (second derivative). The ZZ used here is a true a posteriori error

estimator based on the recovered gradient (Ainsworth and Oden, 2000, p. 3), widely used in the finite element community

(Ainsworth et al., 1989; Grätsch and Bathe, 2005) and suitable to be implemented in ice sheet models, or the ones
::::::::
including

::::
those

:
based on finite volumes or finite differences. As the MISMIP+ bed geometry is more realistic than MISMIP3d, we can5

expect a similar result for real glaciers, i.e., high numerical errors present in regions not necessarily adjacent to the GL.

Further analysis with ZZ or another error estimator should be developed to improve the AMR criterion used in ice sheet

modeling. An important issue to be investigated is the interpolation of real bed topography directly from a dataset every time

AMR is carried out. This interpolation increases bed resolution according to mesh adaptation, which reduces the smoothness of

the bed in the model (since real beds are not necessarily smooth). The reduction of the bed smoothness induces some numerical10

errors and counterbalances the effect of mesh adaptation, increasing AMR mesh-dependency. Real bed topographies should

be analyzed in benchmark models as well as in real ice sheet domains. Our current AMR implementation interpolates the bed

elevation from the coarse (initial) mesh, except for the MISMIP+ experiment, for which we hard-coded the calculation of the

bed topography directly in the code (in this case, AMR reduces the smoothness of the bed in the model, but as there is no

noise
:::::::::
small-scale

::::
bed

:::::::::
topography, the numerical error based on the ZZ error estimator for the ice thickness is reduced). The15

interpolation from a dataset will be implemented in ISSM in the future. Based on this discussion and the results shown in

this study, we recommend AMR with the combination of the heuristic criterion (using a minimal distance, e.g., 5 km) with

an associated error estimator. Our recommendation is based on the following: we know a priori that applying high resolution

around the GL would reduce the error caused by the basal friction discretization within the elements. In fact, applying only an

error estimator does not guarantee that the elements around the GL are refined until the highest (desired) resolution. We noted20

this for the MISMIP+ setup (see the last mesh in Figure 6). Otherwise, only imposing fine mesh resolution near the GL does not

ensure that the GL position is correctly captured because the extension of the region (around the GL) where the velocity field

changes significantly
:::::::::
grounding

::::
zone (where the deviatoric stress dominates the stress balance in the ice sheet-shelf transition;

e.g., see Figure 11 in Schoof, 2007b) depends on the physical parameters of the ice sheet. Interestingly, for the MISMIP+ setup,

the combination of the heuristic criterion with the ZZ error estimator (AMR R5+ZZ) and the AMR ZZ produce similar results25

(as shown in Table 4), which does not mean that it would be the case for real ice sheets. Therefore, for real ice sheets, we

suspect that using both criteria (R5+ZZ) should work properly. Tests varying AMR parameters (distance to the GL, maximum

thresholds for the error estimator, level of refinement, etc.) should be carried before any ice sheet simulation to optimize AMR

performance in terms of both solutions and computational time.

The grounding line zone is not the only place where AMR can be applied. Ice front and calving dynamics (Todd et al.,30

2018) as well as shear margins in ice streams (Haseloff et al., 2015) are examples for which adaptive meshes can improve

numerical solutions with reduced computational efforts. In ISSM, the AMR can be applied to these regions through extension

of Algorithm 2. Other experiments (not shown here) testing the AMR to refine the ice front region show promising results

(Santos et al., 2018).
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Our AMR performance analysis shows that the computational time in AMR simulations reaches up to one order of magnitude

less in comparison to models based on uniform meshes. Computational time and solution accuracy of AMR depend on the

physical problem and the refinement criterion used. In this work, even with hundreds of elements generated (e.g., meshes

AMR R30), the computational time is satisfactory. This is observed for both NeoPZ and Bamg. Further analysis should be

carried out to check the performance in real ice sheets and in higher computational scale (thousand of elements), but the results5

presented in this study suggest that our AMR implementation strategy is adapted to the modeling questions being investigated.

Our AMR computation time compares to Cornford et al. (2013), in which AMR simulations spend ∼1/3 of CPU time needed

in simulations performed by uniform meshes.

6 Conclusions

We implemented dynamic AMR into ISSM and tested its performance on two different experiments with different refinement10

criteria. The comparison between Bamg and NeoPZ shows that they present similar performance, and the choice of which to be

used is up to the user. Moreover, users using Bamg (or similar mesh generator) should pay attention in the minimal extension

of the
::::
mesh

:
transition zone to reduce numerical errors (e.g., in the interpolation step). NeoPZ is more suitable with error

estimators, as well as in AMR performance comparison. Based on the AMR mesh-sensitivity observed here, we conclude that

AMR without an error estimator should be avoided, mainly in setups where bedrock induces complex stress distributions and/or15

strong buttressing. In real bedrock topographies, where small scale features may play an important role, an error estimator

is suitable to guide the AMR. Further research should be carried out in order to evaluate AMR performance in real bed

geometries. Our recommendation to improve the AMR performance while minimizing computational effort is the combination

of the heuristic criteria, applying a minimal distance around the GL (e.g., 5 km), with an error estimator. The simple tests

with the ZZ error estimator show a significant potential, mostly due to its simple implementation and performance. The AMR20

technique in ISSM can be extended to others physical processes such that the evolution of ice sheets and, consequently the sea

level rise, can be accurately modeled and projected.
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Figure 1. Vertical cross-section of a marine ice sheet: marine ice sheet, ocean and bed. The position of the grounding line is implicitly

defined by the level set function, φgl, based on a hydrostatic floatation criterion (Seroussi et al., 2014a).
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Figure 2. Solution sequence for ice sheet transient simulation with adaptive mesh refinement.
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Figure 3. Examples of adaptive meshes using Bamg and NeoPZ. Blue line: grounding line position. Black lines: coarse mesh, common for

Bamg and NeoPZ. Green lines: adaptive meshes with level of refinement equal to 2 (L2). Bamg keeps vertices and connectivities unchanged

as much as possible compared to the coarse mesh. NeoPZ generates nested meshes: vertices and connectivities of the coarse mesh are kept

unchanged.
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Algorithm 1 Transient simulation with AMR

1. set initial solution state and initial mesh4

2. while tn ≤ tmax do:

a. call stress balance core (diagnostic)

b. call thickness balance core (prognostic)

c. call ice front migration core (level set adjustment)

d. call grounding line migration core (hydrostatic adjustment)

e. call remesh core (AMR)

e.1. call AMR core (refine/coarsen mesh, Bamg or NeoPZ, serial in CPU #0)

e.2. call mesh partitioning (over all CPU’s, serial)

e.3. build new data structures (all CPU’s, parallel)

e.4. interpolate solutions (all CPU’s, parallel)

e.5. call geometry adjustment core (all CPU’s, parallel)

f. time increment tn+1 = tn+ dt

3. post processing

4The setup of the inital solution into the initial mesh is important to reduce numerical artifacts in the first time steps. Therefore, the initial mesh should be

defined using AMR with the same level of refinement chosen in Algorithm 1 (e.g., see Cornford et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015).
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Algorithm 2 AMR core: refinement criteria calculation, refinement and coarsening processes. e = element. g = group of

elements that are nested and derived from a refined element. L(e) = level of refinement of the element e. Lmax = maximum

level of refinement. Rmax = maximum threshold for element/group distance to the grounding line. εmax = maximum threshold

for element/group error estimator (thickness/deviatoric stress). θ = binary flags that define the criteria.

1. if θgl = 1, then compute the element and group distances to the grounding line, Rgl (e) and Rgl (g).

2. if θτ = 1, then compute the element and group deviatoric stress error estimators, ετ (e) and ετ (g).

3. if θH = 1, then compute the element and group thickness error estimators, εH (e) and εH (g).

4. for each element e such that L(e)< Lmax, do:

if
[
Rgl (e)< θgl ·Rmaxgl,e

]
or if

[
θτ · ετ (e)> εmaxτ,e

]
or if

[
θH · εH (e)> εmaxH,e

]
,

then refine e.

5. for each group g, do:

if
[
Rgl (g)> θgl ·Rmaxgl,g

]
and if

[
θτ · ετ (g)< εmaxτ,g

]
and if

[
θH · εH (g)< εmaxH,g

]
,

then coarsen g.
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Table 1. Refinement criteria for the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) simulations.

Experiment Label Criterion

MISMIP3d AMR R5 distance of 5 km to the GL

MISMIP3d AMR R10 distance of 10 km to the GL

MISMIP3d AMR R15 distance of 15 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R5 distance of 5 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R15 distance of 15 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR R30 distance of 30 km to the GL

MISMIP+ AMR ZZ ZZ error estimator for τ

GL = grounding line. τ = deviatoric stress tensor. The distance to the GL

refers to the region with the highest level of refinement. For example, AMR

R5 means that 5 km on both sides of the GL (upstream and downstream) are

refined with the highest level.
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Table 2. Levels of refinement tested in the experiments.

Experiment Level Label Resolution

MISMIP3d 0 (CM) L0 5 km

MISMIP3d 1 L1 2.5 km

MISMIP3d 2 L2 1.25 km

MISMIP3d 3 L3 625 m

MISMIP+ 0 (CM) L0 4 km

MISMIP+ 1 L1 2 km

MISMIP+ 2 L2 1 km

MISMIP+ 3 L3 500 m

MISMIP+ 4 L4 250 m

CM = coarse mesh, common for Bamg and NeoPZ.
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Figure 4. The bedrock topography for the MISMIP+ experiment (Asay-Davis et al., 2016).
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Figure 5. Grounding line (GL) positions and ice volume above floatation (VAF) at steady state obtained from the coarse mesh and from

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) using the refinement criterion based on the element distance to the GL, Rgl. Three element distances are

used and compared: Rgl = 5, = 10 and = 15 km. The meshes generated with these distances are labeled as AMR R5, AMR R10 and AMR

R15, respectively (see Tables 1 and 2). Results from uniformly refined meshes (labeled as uniform) are also shown. The simulations are

carried out through the mesh generators Bamg (left) and NeoPZ (right) using 3 sub-element parameterizations: NSEP, SEP1 and SEP2.
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Figure 6. Examples of adaptive meshes for the MISMIP+ experiment using different refinement criteria and mesh generators (see Tables 1

and 2). Red line: grounding line position at steady state obtained with the coarse mesh. Black dots: grounding line position at steady state

obtained with each adaptive mesh. Blue line: grounding line position at steady state obtained with the most refined mesh (L4, uniform). The

thresholds used in the ZZ crterion are described in the legend of Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Grounding line (GL) positions and ice volume above floatation (VAF) at steady state obtained from the coarse mesh and from

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) for 4 refinement criteria: R5, R15, R30 and ZZ (see Tables 1 and 2). Results from uniformly refined

meshes (uniform) are also shown. The simulations are carried out through the mesh generators Bamg (left) and NeoPZ (right) using sub-

element parameterization type 1 (SEP1). The thresholds for element/group used in the ZZ criterion are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.08εmaxτ

(for both Bamg and NeoPZ) and εmaxτ,g = 0.04εmaxτ for NeoPZ and εmaxτ,g = 0.008εmaxτ for Bamg, where εmaxτ is the maximum error value

observed in the coarse mesh.
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Figure 8. Spatial distribution of the ZZ error estimator in the coarse and refined meshes (uniform and AMR) used in the MISMIP+ ex-

periments. The ZZ error values are normalized between 0 and 1 using the maximum error value observed in the coarse mesh. Black lines

are the grounding line positions at steady state obtained with the respective meshes. The refined meshes (uniform and AMR) are generated

by NeoPZ considering level of refinement equal to 2 (L2, see Table 2), and the criteria used (R5 and ZZ) are summarized in Table 1. The

thresholds used in the AMR ZZ are described in the legend of Figure 7.
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Table 3. AMR time performance comparison for the experiment Ice1r, MISMIP+.

Level CPU time (s) Nb elem. GL pos. (km)

L0 uniform 40 6,780 396.5

L1 uniform 188 27,706 407.0

L2 uniform 857 107,722 411.9

L3 uniform 1,705 473,446 416.0

L4 uniform 9,035 1,780,012 419.0

L3 AMR R5 498 33,794 405.2

L3 AMR R30 1,376 110,332 413.7

L3 AMR ZZ 369 21,088 415.7

L3 AMR R5+ZZ 807 56,267 413.7

Level = level of refinement. Nb elem. = number of elements. GL pos. = grounding line

position at the end of the experiment Ice1r, MISMIP+. AMR R5+ZZ = combination of

the criteria ZZ error estimator (deviatoric stress tensor) and element distance to the

GL (Rgl = 5 km, R5). Mesher used: Bamg. The thresholds for element/group used

in the ZZ criterion are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.16εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.016εmaxτ

for AMR ZZ, and εmaxτ,e = 0.48εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.08εmaxτ for AMR R5+ZZ,

where εmaxτ is the maximum error value observed in the coarse mesh.
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Figure 9. Number of elements and CPU time for AMR meshes using the ZZ error estimator (AMR ZZ). The number of elements and

CPU time are normalized by the respective values of the uniformly refined meshes. The normalized CPU time curve represents the AMR

savings, while the difference between the two curves represents the adaptive mesh procedure cost. Mesher used: Bamg. The thresholds

for element/group used in the AMR ZZ are, respectively, εmaxτ,e = 0.64εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.32εmaxτ for L1, εmaxτ,e = 0.24εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g =

0.08εmaxτ for L2, εmaxτ,e = 0.16εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.016εmaxτ for L3, εmaxτ,e = 0.048εmaxτ and εmaxτ,g = 0.0064εmaxτ for L4, where εmaxτ is the

maximum error value observed in the coarse mesh.
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Table 4. AMR criteria comparison for the experiment MISMIP+.

Level Criteria GL pos. (km) Nb elem.

L0 (coarse mesh) 435.6 6,780

L1 AMR ZZ 446.8 15,864

L1 AMR R5+ZZ 446.7 15,976

L1 Uniform 447.0 27,120

L2 AMR ZZ 452.6 20,891

L2 AMR R5+ZZ 452.2 22,692

L2 Uniform 451.9 108,480

L3 AMR ZZ 455.3 21,936

L3 AMR R5+ZZ 455.6 42,617

L3 Uniform 456.3 433,920

L4 AMR ZZ 455.8 24,428

L4 AMR R5+ZZ 455.4 192,149

L4 Uniform 459.0 1,735,680

Level = level of refinement. GL pos. = grounding line position at the end

of the experiment. Nb elem. = number of elements. AMR R5+ZZ =

combination of the criteria ZZ error estimator (deviatoric stress tensor)

and element distance to the GL (Rgl = 5 km, R5). Mesher used:

NeoPZ. The thresholds used in the ZZ crterion are described in the

legend of Figure 7.

Binary file (standard input) matches
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